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PADUCAH THIEF
IN CINCINNATI

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. MAY 22 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

PROF. CARNAGEY
ARRIVES IN CITY
Will Spend Two Week Visiting Paducah Schools

His Loot Amounts to $3,000 Secured
By Burglary and By Highway
Robbery,

Expects To Take Summer University
Course, But Has Not Decided
Where.

BEEN

IN

PENITENTIARY.

HAS

SIGNED

HIS

•

10 CENTS PEE WEEK

THE EMPTY CUPEC17).

He Confesses to Twenty-five
trim( s in Few Weeks

HAS

FIRST DISTRICT
HOLDS THE KEY
Eighteen Ballots Prove Fruitless in Settling Contest
Finn Lends in Democratic First Railemul District Convention With
Ferguson Next.

CONTRACT

COMBLNATION

AGAINST

FINN

c,CI-S1JD'Y
Prof. John A. Carnagey, superinIncreasing cloudiness and probably
Cincinnati, May 22.—Boyd Allen,
Henderson, Ky., May 22.—(noon)
of Paducah, Ky,, was arrested here showers tonight or Thursday. Warm- tendent-elect of the public schools,
--Eighteen ballots have been taken
last night while wearing a valuable er tonight. Highest temperature yes- arrived early this morning from Nowith no change. The convention alblesville, Ind., where he has just fingold watch, belonging to Attorney 0. terday, 72; lowest today, M.
jourued mall. 2 o'clock. The First
ished a successful school year, and
K. Jones, of this city. He confessed
congressional ° district controls
the
will spend tbe few weeks intervening
today that he has committed in the
situation up to this hour,
BANK CALL,
between
this
date
and
neighborhood of 25 burglaries and
commenceWashington, May 22.—The
ment, visiting the schools and acpast few
robberies here in
the
comptroller of the currency has
Henderson, Ky., May 22 (9 a. m.)
quainting himself with them. After
weeks, securing jewelry and money
After ten fruitless ballots, during
issued a call for reports of the
commencement Prof. Carnagey will
7--Donahau in Cleveland Plain Dealer
footing up to $3,04110.
The police
Which many bouquets were distrib'rendition of national banks at
return to Noblesville for a brief stay
expect that at least 15 more thefts
uted among the various candidates
the close of business Monday,
and
then take a summer untversity
will be fastened upon Allen. He has
for the Democratic nomination for
May 20.
course. It was his intention to go
railroad commissioner In the First
been in the penitentiary. Allen's
to Columbia, but the summer school
district, the convention adjourned at
first job here was the hold up of
TRAIN WROCKERS.
2:31) o'clock a. en. until 9 o'clock,
there has been postponed to the midAttorney Jones at 4 o'clock in the
Los Angeles, May
22.—
with the vote on the last ballot the
dle of July on account of the meet
morning. He entered his fiat and
Southbound limited train from
same as the first time: Finn 141, Fering of the National Educational assowhen discovered pointed a revolver
San Francisco was ditched by
gusonf 103, Seuthall 64, Landram 38,
ciation at Los Angeles, Cal., and
at the attorney and forced him to lie
train wreckers a mile north of
The officers ousted are: Pati1-1C
Gardner 33.
Prof.
Carnagey
quiet while he went through
fears
this
will
his
InterLos Angeles at 1 o'clock this
That Election Was Not Barth, mayor; Thomas A. Shelley,
Holds
The temporary organization
fere
with
his
clothes.
entering
upon his duyesmorning. Four persons
were
tax receiver; E. T. (Dick) Schmitt,
terday,
ties
here
General Henry Lawrence,
at
the
Equal
There is no record of anybody by
time
and
Fair
and
specified
in
his
Governkilled and 10 persons were intreasurer; Lyne Herndon, auditor,
chairman, and Ed Crossland, secrecontract.
that name, being sent to prison from
Arrangements
may
be
jured, several badly. Wreckers
or Beckham is Authorized John McCann, (deceased) police
tary', was made permanent, and the
made,
however,
with
Paducah.
the
school
pulled the spikes and loosened
judge; Alf Oldham, police court
anti-Finn slate for credentials comboard
Prof. Carnagey expects to be
to Appoint for Interim
bolts on the track. The entire
clerk: R. J. Hagan, prosecuting atmittee was chosen. The N. 0. Gray
free to enter school about June 1
COUNTY JAIL PLANS.
torney; William Hosier, bailiff of potrain with the exception of two
delegation from Lyon county, opposThe contract he signed dates from
lice court; the present board of al- Couldn't Use Marriage Certificoaches plunged Into the ditch.
ing Finn's delegation, headed by forAre Being Drawn To Prove Efficacy
August 1 Superintendent Lieb's conFUSIONISTS WIN THEIR POINT. derman and board of councilmen and
cate
From
of •ludge's Idea.
McCracken Coun- mer Congressman W. J. Stone, was
tract extends to September 1. It is
park commissioners Louis Seelbach,
STEAMERS BURN.
seated and voted for Landram. Ohio
not
known
how
the
school
board
John
B.
will
Castleman and Gottlieb LayGallipolis, Ohio, May =—
ty in Metropolis and He Pre- county went to Finn; McLean to
There is "something doing" at the
strajghten out the tangle it has proer.
The Gallipoli.' and Huntington
Ferguson, and Grayson to Southall.
county court house today, but CounFrankfort, Ky., May 22.—The
serves the Instrument
duced by overlapping the contracts.
County— Charles A. Wilson, coun, packet, "Chevalier." burned to
The credentials committee is comty Judge R. T. Lightfoot and those
coe.:t of appeals in a decision today ty judge; Robert W. Bingham, counthe water's edge along with the
posed of C. S. Sugg, Henderson,
who are exciting interest will not
ousted all the officials in Louisville ty attorney; Henry Bell, sheriff;
transfer steamer City of Huntchairman; T. J. Moore, Calloway;
venture a reply to the dozens of queand Jefferson county chosen in No- John M. Adams, assessor; W. J. HE
OUT
TWO
DOLLARS. John
ington early this morning. The
ries hurled at them. Early this mornChilton, Christian; John Parvember, 19105, on the ground that the Semonin, county clerk; John R.
fire was caused by a signal lanson, Livingston; Hon. J. E. Robbins,
ing two serious looking men appearelection was not free and equal un- Pflanz, jailer; R. H. Young, county
tern explosion. The crews esGraves; J. C. McWaters, Marshall,
ed with tape line and figuring pad,
surveyor, and Harris Kelly, coroner.
der the constitutior.
caped after some men had alThe Rev. John N. Jones, pastor of and W. B. Bradburn, Warren.
and began meastaing the court house
Fifty-two officials all Democrats
most suffocated.
the Baptist church at EddyvIlle,
all around. They put _many figures
Indorse Bryan.
are removed by tb,ecialon. The dethinks the state of Kentucky legally
down, had a rough sketch of the
Bryan,
the
state administration
Columbus, 0., May 22.— The cision makes plain the new appointMEXICO PREPARING.
owes him $2, and so strong was his and the congressmen from the
shape of the building on the paper,
First
Presbyterian genera; assembly mis- ments rest in Governor Beckham.
Mexico, City, May 22.—AR
belief that he attempted to induce and Second districts, were indorsed
and seemed to be making a perfect
judge
city
mayor,
appoint
He
the
will
sions
will
be widely extended. it
doubt that Mexico is preparing
County Clerk Hiram Smedley to In the resolutions adopted by the conmap of the buiklinga$ dimension.
was unanimously voted to change prosecutor, aldermen, council, counfor an emergency with Guatebreak into the bank, even the state vention. Judge William Reed, of PaIt is tipped that they are preparing a
the church's name from Presbyterian ty judge, magistrates of Jefferson
mala seems to - be removed, by
treasury and get his money back. It ducah, was chairman of the commitstatement to show that a jai; can be
Church in United States of America county and county officials are to be
"is the result of the preacher's ignor- tee on resolutions. Other members
the sending of troops to the
built under the court house.
appointed by the county judge who
to American Presbyterian church,
of
ance of Illinois laws.
border. Yesterday
two more
were: Congressman alie James,
That Stained the Clothing
will be appointed by Beckham.
The preacher applied to County George Pashperk, Meade; N. W. Utbattalions were ordered to the
Calvin W. Hendrick. Jr.
Graves County Man Caught Clerk Smedley several days ago for ley, Lyon; E. W. Gatlin, Hopkins;
Gone to Nashville.
President
state of Chispas.
These appointees hold office until
The Baltimore American of SunMrs. William Johnson, wife of the the next election.
THaz and his advisors feel the
day says:
Between Caboose and Flat a marriage license to marry Mayme !Trey- Woodson, Daviess; C. C. Given,
Johnson, of Brookport. He paid hia Hopkins county.
well known patrolman, and daughter
disordered conditions along the
Officials have 3o days in which to
"Calvin Wheeler Hendrick, Jr., the
Car in I. C. Yards
$2 and secured the paper. In BrookMiss Edna Johnson, left at noon on ,enter motion for rehearing.
The committee on organization is
border must end.
13-year-old son of Sewerage Engineer
port all was in readiness for the composed of Sam McElroy, Union,
the steamer Buttorff to enter a sanJudges Nunn and Hobson dissented
and Rebecca H. Hendrick, died shortceremony, but a hitch occurred when chairman: B. E. Somers, Hardin; Dr.
Raritan. Mrs. Johnson is suffering from the opinion,
STRIKERS RIOT.
ly after 7 o'clock last evening at his
the minister broke the startling news J. A. Goodman, Webster; James Colefrom
a
nervous
May
22,—Serious
York,
breakdown
New
and
Miss.
Those
Ousted.
HIS
ESCAPE
IS
MIRACULOUS.
parents' home, 1125 North Calvert
that a marriage license issued in man, Calloway, and Herbert Carr
Johnson sIemach trouble.
were
shots
rioting in which
Loulayille. May 22.—(Special) —
street. He had been Ill since last
Kentucky was no good in Illinois.
and John W. Jones, at large.
fired but the only Injuries reChristmas, and suffered from rheuJones was thunder-struck, but he
After the organization the convensulting Were from blows of tomatte fever, with complications. His
Bruised and bleeding, but fortun- recovered, and after a heart to heart tion adjourned until
after supper.
night
and
licemen'a
sticks
life had been despaired of for sevately with no bones broken, George talk with himself, surrendered an- The committee reported, and the
stones hurled by rioter'', occureral weeks. He was an exceedingly
Yates, of Mayfield, 52 years old, other fee for an Illinois marriage li- nominations were made, the speechred today at the entrance to Atbright boy and quite
a
favorite
was taken from the debris of a cense and was married. He had the es occupying the time until midlantic basin, Sent!' Brooklyn, In
among the members of the Sewerage
wreck in the Illinois Central shop Kentucky license, neatly folded, with night.
connection with the longshoreNew York, May 22.-- The special the annual report to the insurance
Tinaanus and
Commission, Mayor
yards this morning between 1 and 2 him when he appeared in the county
Everett Jennings, of Larue coungrand jars, investigating the conduct department, which it is alleged, were
men'. strike. Three hundred
other municipal officials with whom
o'clock. He was conveyed to the clerk's office this morning.
ty, nominated Hon. George W. Lancompany
in
a
the
place
insurance
of the
business in
non-union men
were stopped
New designed to
he frequently came in contact."
railroad *hospital.
At first he was
"I think the state owes the money dram, of Livingston: Senator WheelYork county has concluded its in- more favorable light than the facts
front going to work by strikers.
The title lad is the son of Calvin
thought to have been internally In- to me rightfully." he declared, and er Campbell, nominated Judge Bunk
vestigation
Metropolitan
warranted.
of
the
Life
A lively battle ensued.
W. Hendrick, a former Paducah boy,
jured, but this morning recovered "can't I have it back: I did not use Gardner. of Graves county; Attorney
insurance company, and today reand grandson of Mrs. Bettie C. Henhis senses fully, and was found not the license? he further pleaded. Clerk Thomas Thomas, of Warren county.
-indictments
the
against
turned
ten
LACK CONFIDENCE.
drick. They have a large circle of
Smedley informed him that it was nominated Mr D. Ferguson.
to
have been seriously injured.
company's president, John R. HageEvansville, Ind., May 22.—
friends and relatives in Paduoah to
J. T. Hanberry, of Christian counalready in the hands of the state.
Yates
between
was
caught
caforindictments
man.
Seven
charge
Cars are running on all lines
sympathize with their loss. He was
ty.
nominated W. H. Southall.
Jones
then
wanted
him
to
try
the
boose
No. 98.242 on a special train
gery in the third degree while the
today, each manned with three
the greatgrandson of the Rev. J. T
Then the balloting commenced.
bank. but Clerk Smedley explained
perjury.
carrying
three
charge
the
other
Gentry
circus,
and
a
strikebreakers; hut no passenHendrick, the first minister of the
There was considerable switching of
All are based on what have come
flat car pushed by a switch engine. the state treasury 'had it. Jones
gers are being carried. The
First Presbyterian church in Paduwanted to break into the treasury, votes by counties, as compliments to
to be known as "year end transacand
from
was
the
taken
debris
after
company is attempting to hire
cah.
Dedicatory exercises will be held the caboose had mounted the flat but Clerk Smedley showed him the the candidates from the various distions". These consisted of certain
w
el to ride in the cars in
tricts, but at 2:311 o'clock it became
folly of such an act.
changes in the company's book, ef- at the Guthrie Avenue Methodist car.
confidence
to inspire
order
apparent that nothing was to be
Mee George Pearl.
fected just 'prior to the submission of church next Sunday afternoon at 3
The Gentry show special train was
among patrons. One was secured
gained and adjourument was taken.
Mrs, George Pearl, 28' year* old.
clock. The church has been built made up of nine cars and a caboose,
over the lines and
rides
who
This morning an effort is being
wife of the well known Illinois Cenfor a year but it was desired to wait pulled by engine No. 1855, Engineer
eats with the strikebreakers at
made to get through a resolution to
tral painter, died this morning of
until the debt was paid before dedi- John Wicks and Conductor L. A.
the burns,
drop the hindmost man.
consumption at her home, 829 North
cating. The Rev, J. W. Biackard Phelps. It was stopped in the shop
of
illness
Ninth street, after an
will lead the services and he will be yards by an Incoming freight train,
HOARDER LEFT HASTILY
GRAIN M %RIVET.
eight months. She was born in Owaasisted
by the Rey. T. J. Owen, the and started backing Into a siding. On
TAKING THINGS WITH HIM
22.—Wheat,
May
Cincinnati.
ensboro but had been in Paducah
pastor, the Rev. G. W. Banks, of the same siding coming forward was
00; corn, 584; oats, 4Ot.
eight years. The funeral will take
Boise, Idaho. May 22.— It is preTrimble street and the Rev. P. H. switch engine No. 649, Engineer A.
Net having been in the house half
place At 2:3() o'clock. tomorrow afFields of Third street. The church R. Angle, who did not see the spec- dicted today that the first witness an hour after securing board and
John
the
Holland
is
manager
Of
WHEAT'S HIGHEST.
ternoon at the residence. The bur
testifying to circumstances connected lodgings, a stranger hurriedly' left
Paducah baseball team and has the is Well equipped now and the mem- ial, which had gotten into the siding
Chicago, May 22.—The wheat
la! In Oak Grove cemetery. She
bers are looking forward to a not and stopped. It was at this juncture with the crime in the Steunenberg Ward Weak's hoarding house, Sixth
was
park
privileges.
deal
ball
The
market set a new high record
leaves a husband and daughter.
murder case will take the stand one and Norton streets, taking with him
closed this morning by Mr. Holland distant date when a finer church will that Yates stepped on the caboose.
today. July wheat advanced to
week hence. There are still eight un- a fine gold watch, one coat and two
be
built.
There
was
a
and
sudden
Manager
S.
Bleecker,
crash
John
and
of
the
s.08%; Remember to 1.04%,
expended
peremptory
challenges; vests, and a •pair of patent leather
Beet Woman Unmercifully.
flat car struck the caboose. The
the traction company..The new manand December to 1.05%.
there is an additional vacancy creat- shoes. The proprietor did not learn
Flhyd Harris, colored, known as
lighter car shot under the caboose,
ager went out immediately after the
ed by the excusing for illness of Ju- his name, anti reported the matter
"Bad aye." Is wanted by the police
deal to check over suits and other
lifting It high into the air. When
(lose Deal for Cans.
ror 011ie Cole, and under the ruling to the police. He is supposed to be a
for beating his irramorata Emma
property at the ball association, of
the engine was stopped and an examMr. George B. Wearer', formerly 0!
of Judge Fremont Wood, the entire cook by trade, and the police have a
Turner, over the head, In Gardner's
which he has the use.
ination
made, the CEN3OFP
was
jury is still open to further excep- good description of him.
arey, between Ninth and Tenth Paducah, now of the Scudder Gale
The traction company is not to
found to he safely deposited on the
company,
of
Wearen
Cairo.
tion. It is predicted that the jury will
"emote
Grocery
streets and Harris and Boyd
back Mr. Holland and the team in
fiat car, and Yates was picked out of
he finally sworn some time on Mon- CHARGED WITH BEATING
about 10 o'clock last night. Harris Ill., was in the city yesterday and
any way financially, and all asked
the debris.
day next.
used a broken pitcher, and cut the while here closed a deal to take the of the baseball management is that
HIS MARRIED DAUGHTER.
What Was supposed to be. blood,
woman's head open. It - suited 19 entire output of° the J. A. Graves the
New Orleans. La.. May 22.--The
Tom Johnson, wanted In Justice
fans be given good baseball.
had saturated his \clothing, but an KRAUS ('LAM DISALLOWED •
wound. Harris Canning company, of Dycusburg,
stitches to close
Ohelson's court in the Seventh mag"I am going to get together the United States inland waterways comexamination disclosed four Dints of
escaped Immediately after the affair. amounting to 2,0,000 cans.
trip
by
Its
completed
mission
today
'IN THE
MATTER. isterial district, • surrendered
this
hest hall team Paducah ever had WAwhleky, one of which had broken.
He is a porter, and hag heen employ:
Referee
Bagby's
E.
decision
W.
in
after
;morning
giving
Deputy
Sheriff
eepting, of course, the leagne'teams", boat from St Louis to New Orleans
•
Wd In several downtown saloons.
the Rehkopf Saddlery company hank iCierk Fortson a hard run. Johmem .
Chicago. May 22-- Harlow N. Hitt- Holland stated. "I base many men to An Immense amount of data, some of
County Judge R. T. LightfoOt to- rupley case disallowing the claim of'Is a well known farmer, and on May" .
inbotham, of Chicago, recently elect- pick from, and will work them out It bearing on the lakes to-the-gulf
Peniten(. ()rennet!.
ed trustee of the Mutual Life Insur- carefully until I find
where they deep waterway project. From talks day liberated four squirrels In the 013 -of ()apt. William Kraus, for 14 is alleged to have attacked his
Vienna, May 22 -A ferryboat on ance company, of New York, resign- shine best. I will use one or two Cul- with the members it Was learned that court house yard and they seem per- the unfilled term of a contract with married daughter, Mrs. Hattie Leothe Morava rivser eapsised today near ed today, because of disaatisfaction ley players probably, but my Inde- some of them were mural surprised at fectly satisfied to remain. They have the oompany, was imagined on ap- per, with a stick and his•flits and
peasants. with the present condition of insur- pendents will constitute the greater the absence of shipping on the HI,- boxes -well screened to retreat to in peal to Judge Walter Evans, of the Untherenully beaten her. Me WHI be
Boasreettc• drowning 21
women and children
lree affairs in New York.
part of the WM."
case of storms.
elestppl river,
district court.
given a trial this week.
•

Fifty-Two LouisVille Officials Are Ousted
73y Decision of the Court of Appeals

WANTS IIIS MONEY.
TENDERS LICENSE

THE AMERICAN
PRESBYTERIAN

IT WAS WHISKY
AND NOT BLOOD
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President ofMetropolitan
Life Indicted Ten Times

WILL DEDICATE
FREE FROM DEBT

0

'4

TESTIMONY WILL
BEGIN TUESDAY

BASEBALL GAME
UNDER HOLLAND

LACK OF TRAFFIC
ON MISSISSIPPI

64
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Overworked Women

say

I

,014-1,
-

The Suffering and Pain Endured By Ilany Working Women is Almost Beyond Belief.
HERE are thousands of American women whose duties call them out in all
winds and weathers, many of whom sit with wet feet or stand all day, thus
weakening and undermining their health. Women, however, for the most
part, spend their lives at home,and these women are willing and ambitious that their
homes shall be kept neat and pretty, their children well-dressed and tidy, and do their
own cooking, sweeping and dusting, and often washing, ironing and sewing for the
entire family. Both of these classes call for our sympathy.
Truly the work of such a woman is "never done," and is it any wonder that she breaks
down at the end of a few years, the back begins to ache, there is a displacement, inflammation
or ulceration bf certain organs, and the struggle to continue her duties- are pitiful.
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Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

vs •

Made from native roots and herbs,is the exact medicine a woman needs whose strength is overtaxed. It keeps the feminine system in a strong and healthy condition.

4.S
.
ea

Mrs. Sadie Abbott,of Jeannette, Pa., writes:
Dear Mr.. Pinkhata:-"I suffered severely with pain every month, and also ft pain
in my left side. :Sly doctor prescribed for me but did me no good ; a friend advised Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and I wrote you in regard to my condition. I followed your
advice and am a perfectly well woman. The pains have all disappeared, and I cannot recommend your medicine too highly."

Mrs. Pinkham's Invitation to Women.

a.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGITIABLE COMPOUND,
made from Native Roots and Herbs, complies with all conditions of the new Pure Food and Drugs Law.

Mrs. Lena Nagel, of 117 Morgan St., Buffalo, N.Y., writes:
I was completelyworn out and on the verge of nervous prostration. My tack
Dear Mr.. Pinkham:
ached all the time. I had dreadful periods of pain, was subject to fits of crying and extreme ner,ssusness, and was always weak and tired. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound completely cured me."

HUSH NEV PITTSBURG St.7ANDAL prominent and wealthy man in whose
company he is said to have found
At midnight that same
Millionaire% Reported to Have Put his wife.
night Mrs. Shumaker went In comUp Money to Stop Suit.
pany with the other man to the
Morgue
to identify her husband's
agreed
Pittsburg; May 22.-An
body.
of
the
amount
full
the
verdict for

Washington
1 3 0 Thursday for the Tennessee river.
It will be Thursday week before
Batteries-Joss and Bemis; Falkthe Chattanooga will get off the
enberg and Hayden.
team

NEW YORKERS ARE
ANGRY AT ME 11••••••,...•r•er...p-",ma
RIVER NEWS
1

Official Forecasts.
Mt.
The Ohio at Evansville and
Vernon will continue falling during
the next two days. At Paducah and
Cairo will fall rapidly during the
next several days. The fall at Cairo
fall during the next 12 hours will be
fall about 2 feet.
rise
The/ Tennessee from Florence to
fall the mouth and the Mississippi from
fall below St. Louis to Cairo will confall
tinue falling during the next 36
fall
hours..
rise
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel no mafall
change during the next 94
terial
fall
fall hours.

insurance policies on the life of Alva
This o:d world never holds you to Almost Riot When Chicago
interest, was
Shumaker, with
‘esweloweasekseiaasfsbeAsese.
account
for the untruths you told to
awarded by a jury in " the United
Ties Giants in Race
cheer It up.
River Report.
States circuit court this morning to
Cairo
.34.2 2.1
Mrs. Ella H. Shumaker, the widow,
0.5
thus reviving the report that cerScore of 3 to 2 Crowd Contend% Was Chattanooga
0.2
Cincinnati
16.8
tain millionaire Pittsburgers had
Made Possible by Many Rank
Evansville .........16.8 1.4
put up. the money • to avoid being
Decisions.
Florence ..
s.. 5.0 0.5
brought into the case,
2.5
Johnsonville
Suits were brought a year ago
0.4
Louisville ..
against the Preferred Acident Insur7.0. 0.3
OPENING GAME AT STEW YORK. Mt. CarMel
ance company of New York on two
Nashville
0.6
policies of $3,75.0 eath; the Fidelity
6.5 1.4
Pittsburg
and Causally company. Of New York
St. L01114
;
.17.5 1.5
for a policy of 810,000 and the TravNew York,' May
22.-The first
Mt. Vernon
17.0 2.6 fall
elers' Insurance company of Hart'game of the series between New York
Paducah
23.8 2.2 fall
of
410,0120.
ford. Conn., for a- policy
and Chicago National teams at the
Alva P. Shumaker was killed the
Polo grounds ended in almost a riot
"Bull Dog- Lyda arrived from the
night of Dee. 12, 1905, by a freight
Chicago won by a score of 3 to 2,
Cumberland river yesterday with ties
train on Liberty avenue. . Answers
and is now tied with the New Yorks
and is unloading today at Joppa.
IN' ADDITION
Shnmaker's statements
attacking
in the race for the pennant. Fast
The Charles Turner is receiving
when he secured the policies and
infield play and Bresnahan's errors
TO our new goods, we are
questioning Mrs. Shumaker's marnow receiving, we have in
were responsible for. the downfall of boiler repairs at the foot of the
wharfboat. Fowler-Wolfe are doing
riage had been filed by th.ss,companstock some bargains in second
the locals.
ies, and a sensational trial had been
hand pianos,
used
Immediately after the game the the work.
as Shutnaker
expected, especially
and but little abused, at
ThesLouisiana also Is tied up at
crowd, maddened at what were contempting prices and attractive
was said to have met death immesidered unfair decisions, surged on the foot of the wharfboat receiving
terms; including
a
diately after being worsted in
the field and surrounded
Umpires new smokestacks from the Fowlerlight in a downtown hotel with
Emslie and O'Doy. Cushions were Wolfe company.
Knabe
thrown at Emslie and he was Jostled
Kingsbury.
Gent's houseboat was let off the
Grunewald,
by the mob. Officials ran for their dry docks early this morning and a
Ellington.
dressing rooms, followed by hundreds barge was lifted out for repairs.
Players from $75.00 Up of angry men.
Ten thousand sacks of corn are
I For beautifying your yards and
Two
policemen
entered
the between the City of Savannah and
The
player
piano
a
speestimates on flower beds we
grounds and when several bottles Paducah, so that it will be tonight
cialty.
will call and see you. Phone
were thrown by the crowd, they drew or later before that packet arrives
Schrnaus Bros, for tne largest
Delighted
to
show
them.
and most complete stoek of
revolvers and Ne of them fired a from St. Louis for the Tennessee
"Come in again."
dowers and plants in the city.
shot in the air. This brought mount- river.
Free delivery to any
ed patrolmen Into the grounds and
Only the early birds will get to go
part of the city.
the crowd was driven away from the on the Dick Fowler to Cairo tomorSCHMAUS BROS.
uninire's room. No one was injured. row morning as that packet will
13c,tt, Phonem 192.
Tie score:
R H E leave at 5 o'clock for Cairo and
818 Broudway.
New York
MIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIII111111111111.1011$111111111111411:11
2 8 2 thence to New Madrid to be gone unChicago
3 7 2 til next Monday
morning. ExcurBatteries-Mathewsdn and Bresna- sions will be run out of New Madrid.
111111111111MINIIIM11111111111111111111•11r
han; Brown and Kling.
The Georgia Lee should arrive on

FLOWERS

W. T. Miller & Bro.

The Want Ads. in tin Paducah Papers
Indicate the Telephone Situation
Note the telephone numbers given in advertisements in the •Padueah papers snd you will find the East Tennessee used almost
exclusively. Many consider thvaflie of the company superfluous, recognizing onlylte East Tennessee.

EAST TENNESILEPHOINE
CO.
Incorporn

FlOtel Marlborough'
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sta., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located Hotel on
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
renovated and transformed in every
department. Cp-to-date in all respect,. 'Telephone in en, h room.
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.

The Famous
German Restaurant
Broadway's chief attract on for Special Food Dishes and Popular Music.
Ettf0P4•1111 Plea. 44111
.31111 laths.
tes fat ROOMS 4140 bed morwisd. $2.130#'cad, mr•ard nnrh bath. Pat*,Badmen•nd Roth
$3.00 and inward. $t.00 ern* win,* to prIT110. o“-opy•anyktinna
rsei
WitiTE rola noon IT T.

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
F.. M. TIERNEY, Manait•r

Thursday afternoon from
Memphis
on her way to Cincinnati.
FI E
Taking French leave, the Joe
Boston
15 13 2 Wheeler left last night at 12 o'clock
St. Louis
5 S 5 for Chattanooga,'Instead of today at
Batteries---Lindaman and Brown; noon, as was expected.
Hoistetter, Shields and Marshall,
Many more days of pretty weather
and: the river will get down to a
HE summer stage. The fall since yeaterBeooklyn
5 8 2 day was 2.2, bringing the stage down
Cincinnati
S 1 to 23.5. Same date last year the
Batteries-Ricker, Pastoriss
and stage was 9.4. Btfainess was fine today at the wharf.
Ruttier; Hitt and McLean.
Bad luck usually follows bragging. but the Buttorff has been on
fl H
Ph iladelPhial
3 7 3 time for several trips now. Arriving,
Pittsburg N
2 7 0 last night from Clarksville that packBatteries Moran and Dooln; Lie- et left today at noon for Nashville.
The Joe Fowler was in and out in
field and Phelps.
the Evansville trade today.
The Harvester with a whale of a
American League.
R II If tow, is expected to arrive from the
Chicago
'I 5 .2 Mississippi river today or the latter
Boston
1 8 3 part of this week.
After a rest of three days, the
Batteries -Altrock and McFarland
Clyde will leave this evening at 6
Winter and Shaw.
*clock for the Tennessee river.
Captain Newman has sold the derfill Z
St. Louis
5 0 rick boat George, Jr., to the same
New York
a) 6 I persona who bought the E. Douglas.
Batteries --Howell and Stephens; They will leave this week for southern waters.
Orth and Thomas.
The Martha Hennen will leave on
R Fr E Monday for the Carnherland
river
Detroit
4) 6 2 and motti' of the towboats will be
2 10 4 leaving after a few days' rest, The
Philadelphia
Batteriea--Killiaa, Willett& and Henrietta will be laid up for some
.time 'as Captain Summers accompanPayne: Waddell and fichreek
ied the 'body of Miss Woodruff to
R H C Marietta, 0.
Cle4latol N
4•8 1
The Saltillo 4.411 leave St, Louis
National League.

11

t-t

from any form of feminine illness are invited to promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. Out of her vast volume of experience, Mrs.
Pinkhant probably has the very knowledge that will help your case. Her advice is free
and always helpfnL
Women suffering

Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers delivered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal
The Commercial-Appeal
The Record-Herald
The Globe-Democrat
The Post-Dispatch

Louisville Times

The News-scipitar
The Star-Chronicle

St:Louts Republic
Chicago Examiner
Chicago Tribune
Nashville American
Cincinnati Enquirer
Chicago Daily News

JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Register Office, 523 Broadway

-

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

DIVIDEND

You get handsome, well
Carriages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-

DECLARED BY THE LERCH INVESTMENT COMPANY.

appointed

tention at all times.

()Ilieer• oild Idreetors Elected for 1
liar and Other Business
Transacted.

Officers for the ensuing year were
elected at a meeting of stockholders
of the Thomas C. Leech Investment
company last evening as follows.
James Weille, president; Harry TAYingston, vice president; Thomas C.
Leech, treasurer and general manager; Abe Livingston, secretary. Directors named are T. C. Leech, James
Weille, Abe Livingston, Virgil Sherrill and Harry Livingston. A three
per cent quarterly dividend was declared.
Cut His Knee on Rock.
Mr. Leslie Purdy, a well known
river man, fell from a float at the
foot of Broadway yesterday and
struck a rock with his right knee,
cutting a deep gash. He will be disabled for some time.

A.
Good
Cigar
measured by its
the price you
nor
length,
pay, but by the contentInent that steals over the
smoker as he puffs away.
is not

you buy at our counter.
We sell reliable brands only.
We keep our cigars at just
the right temperature, keeping them always in perfect
smoking condition. We
suit your cigar taste exactly
for we sell everything in
cigars the smoker can think
or need.

HAVZIRY

ANDERSON, .P HONE 915

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Cilaubees Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

American-German National Bank
Capital
Surplus and undivdded profits
Stockholders liability
.

$230,000.00
100,000.00
230,000.00

Total
Total resources

$500,000.00
$085,453.133

DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; 3. A.
Raiser, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholmale Dry Goods;
Muncoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injnry.
Fourth-It irons either .stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.

STAR .LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North .Fourth St.

WPICERSON'S DRUG STORK.
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MITTO PADI:TAIT EVENDIO_

FACIE THREE
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1•Ve would call spevial attention to our $2.00 liue of
1,adies' Otfords.

1

HIDDEN DANGERS.

Nature Gires Timely Warzings That
No Paducah Citizen Can Alford
to Ignirre.

BOTH MISTAKEN, •
AND ONE MAY DIE

DANGeR SFONAI, NO I
comes
from the kiduey secretions. They will
Deplored by National Manu- warn you when the kidneys are sick. Policeman E. E. Ault Shoots
Vici, blutcher, patent
tip. Equal in wear and
Well kidneys excrete a clear, amber
facturers' Association
Fred Collies Throuich Chet
fluid. Sick kidneys send out a thin,
style to any 13 shoe in
pale and foamy, or a thick, red, illPaducah.
smelling urine, full of sediment and
Meathers Afar, Taki• Steps to Entance:
The Embli rn $2
Young Han Thought
Holt Wa.
irregular of passage.
what I
pate Theirseivcs From "Indusami
Friend
Indertook
To
toe,
plain
bluteher,
Viei
DANGER SIGNAL NO. 2 cornea
ii' It• stow
trial oppreeslun."
Friginen Him.
very swell and new.
Back
back.
the
from
pains,
dull and
liiiItie
heavy, or sharp and acute, tell you of
The Priscilla $2
LOW CU Is
sick kidneys and warn you of the apPatent, plain tot`, Side lilee,
or
11E.IINING
fAtIOR
thOMsi.
proach of dropsy, diabetes and HOLT RECOGNIZED TO APPEAR
• blutcher: the height of eleHIGH CUT
Bright's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills
.gance and Style.
cure sick kidneys and cure them perWe have all the
The Vanity $2
Here's Paducah proof:
!•• west styles.
New York, May 22.—The Manu- manently
Believing that Specie' Policeman
0.1i price*, t400,
W. F. Shoemaker, of 82.) South
A brown ooze, single strap
facturers' association ejoday
E. E. Holt, of the Illinois Central
placed
are moderate,
pump; very ,well
street, Paducah, ley., says: "I
and we ean sell
itself on record by the adoption of Sixth
freight house, at Sixth and Campcannot say too much for Doan's Kid- bell
you for II a
Others at $100, el 15, $1 25,
streets, was a friend joking' with
the report of the committee on inter
Mee equal to
ney Pills. 1 used them for backache him, Fred Collins, 22 years
_el 50 anti *1 55.
state commerce, opposing any cmold, a
the $5 shoes
and irregular action of the kidney 'lather, advanced on the policeman
cet•Id by BroadNastily reduction in rates of transLadies' White Oxfords .... 90e
secretions which were also unnatural with a club last night in a threatenwuy stores.
Misses' WhIte.Oxfords.... 79c
portation of passengers by railroads.
color. I procured them at Du- ing manner, and was shot through
Child's White Oxfords...:.• 65e
The .committee expressed the opieicn in
Th e Model
Son & Co.'s drug store, took and through and will probably die.
Bois
that any such reduction would le acSele •agents for the SIR
directed aud they seemed The shooting was the result of a
companied by an WeTease in frelett them as
KNIGHT $4 Shoee.
to put a new back on me it was so mistake pure and simple all around.
rates.
strengthened. I used two boxes of
Young Collins lives on leangetaff
Elegant
"We see in the movement an inDoan's Kidney Pills and they have avenue in Rowlandtown and
last
direct attack on public Interests"
given me more genuine benefit than night at 11 o'clock was at Twelfth
Selection
says the report. "It is not proved teat
all the other medicine I have Over ant; Trimble streets on the show
railroads could afford to make a gengrounds after the tent had been razBoys'
taken."
of
eral reduction of the kind, uncomFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 ed. Policeman Holt had been to his
pensated by higher freight charges
Suits and
cents. Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, home, 1004 North Twelfth street to
ir increased litecime from some outer
New York, sole agents for the United visit his sick wife. He was returning
Knee Pants
source or cutting down service. It
to the freight depot when he noticed
States.
Is alleged that some of them would
Oolline pick up a large board, break
Remember the name—Doan's-Boys' Wa•.11
he thrown into bankruptcy, a pint
It and throw the pieces away, taking
and take no other.
Si it t0e, 75c
difficult to test for anyone hut tor
In preference a large stake from the
experienced accountant, and for !cut
ground. Believing the :,oung man to
Wash
B
named to devise means of raising the
very reason unsuited for arbitrary
be in trouble, Holt called a halt. ColKnee I'i nts
funds. The report of the committee
lins adeanceci on him with upraised
decision by legislators' unfamiliar
19c and 25e
on tariff and reciprocity, including stick
as if to strike, and when withwith railway affairs, after half investhe result of the poll of the members in five feet Holt pulled his pistol and
tigation
as to their views on tariff revision. fired.
Paducah's Cheap
Many Evils of Lower Rates.
will be made tomorrow. It is said
The young man fell to the ground
Cash Store
"It is probable that some main
sixteeper cent of the members are in with a groan. The ball had entered
Full line of Trunks, Suityeses and Bags always on hand.
lines between great centers of popufavor 'of a revision of the Dingiey under his right nipple and came out
lation can carry passengers at two
tariff.
his back, tearing a great hole. The
.ents a wile, but it Is certain that
wounded man was hastily removed to
many branch lines could not meet
Gelintan's grocery, Twelfth and BurMeals as (Inners of Horse.
and undertakers' wagons.
Great the costs of passenger traffic at that
nett streets, and Drs. J. D. RobertNew York, May 22.—One of the friendly rivalry has developed, and rate. Again, not 'only must.the pres•
son and Harry Williamson were sument condition of railway service sufmoned.
warmest contests in the prize work embalmers are neglecting
their
fer deterioraiion.if roads are compell
Policeman Holt surrendered imhoree parade on Decoration day will work temporarily to find animals ed
to economize by a too severe cut REPRESENTED AT MG MEETING
mediately to the police and was recbe in the "melancholy cless." This is which they consider capable of win- In passenger rates, but the same
OF ODD FELLOWS.
ognized to appear in police
court
distinguished
from
the "heavy ging the blue ribbon. The hearses as Cause must operate as a serious bar
this morning, tie returned to duty
well as the horses will be gaily dec- to improvements and extensions.
draught" and eroad" classes by the
after leaving the city hall.
orated. The parade will be the larg"Finally the effect of such legislafact that the entries will haul hearses est of the kind ever held
Collins made a statement Iasi
Mechanicsburg's;
Aggressive
Organizin America. tion would be the lowering of value
might that he thought Holt was a
ation Initiated Eighteen Last
of
railroad
property
practically
friend Joking with him, this being
Night.
amounting to confiscation, thus disthe reason he acted as if he were
couraging enterprise in another way
going to strike Holt.
by rendering more uncertin the rePoliceman Holt appears! in police
One of the best attended meetings court at 9 o'clock this morning and
ward of its application to transportaof Odd Fellows ever held in this city was again recognized for
tion."
his appearA bronze tablet bearing resolutions was that held last evening by the ance at any time he was wanted.
expreseivo of the association's appre- combined Paducah lodges to initiate
"There is no warrant out against
ciation of the services of David M. a class of 18 candidates into the Me Mr. Holt," Felice Judge D. A. Cross
The three Pa- stated, "and no one has applied for
Parry, former president of the or- ehanicsburg 'lodge.
At the Fair Grounds
ducah
lodges,
and
lodges
in Bard- one. I informed him that he could
ganization.. was unveiled and
prewell, Caseyville. Folsotudale, Paris go about his
sented to Parry.
business, and that if the
Parry then read a paper on certain and Smithland were represented. The boy died, to return here, surrender
phases of various problems growing following were initiated: Messrs. W. and receive a hearing."
At 2 O'clock.
out of commercial obligatiens. He L. Bennett. Fred Gamblin. W. A.
said not only did the constitution of Jones, William Tandy, John 0. Heath,
A Hard Debt To Pay.
the United States permit the organi- Warren Wyatt, Hub Wallace, J. A.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that can
zation of trusts, but the persistence Overstreet, F. M. Mitchell, W. C. never be paid off," writes G. S. Clark,
of sitch organizations showed that Rickman, T. C. Goodman, Houston of Westfield, Iowa, "for my rescue
there was an economic demand for Crick, G. L. Crittenden, J. C. Butler, from death, by Dr. King's New Dis%V. A. Waller, W. E. Campbell and covery. Both lungs were so seriousty
them.
E. W. Bond.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
affected that death seemed immiTo Field balustrial Oppression.
Following the degree work the nent, when I commenced taking New
President Van CIPve, in presenting
Discovery. The ominous dry, hacking
his annual report, called for a fund lodges repaired to the Barnett store
The entries "in these races will be Paducah
cough quit before the first bottle was
lof $1,500,.(X10 to be used during the building on Clements street where an
horses and will be driven by their owners.
used, and two more bottles made a
next three years in combatting what elaborate banquet was spread. Mr.
complete cure." Nothing has ever
There are no purses or prizes—purely amateur
he termed industrial oppression. The Tom C. Goodman was toqstmaister.
equaled New Discovery for coughs,
sport. There aro some very fast horses in the
principles of the association were, he
colds and all throat and lung comlist of entries and some rare sport will be offered.
Denver
is
to
said, founded upon the open shop. op•
entertain 15 national
plaints. Guaranteed by all druggists.
.position to the boycott and the dicta- conventions during the coming sumTickets on sale at Will GlIbert's Drag Store.
5.0c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
mer.
tion of laba unions, and the fund
'would be required to further these
The ancient civilization of Rome
I
The less we work the less
tenets.
we
included the doll as an instructive
Subserittentle
a
committee was emit to.
plaything for children.

The St. Louis Maid $2
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'REDUCING RATES
FOR PASSENGERS'

I

'4

THE MODEL

EIGHT LODGES

MATINEE RACES

Mks
9illows
`Offered at lexcep=
aortal 9rices
/ør Aursdaq 6hoppers
this ad through carefully
READ
and remember when you
read that, besides from The exceptional savings on each priced item
which it means to you, each item
represents first quality and clean,
fresh stock and style. The Silks
are every day sellers---the kind that
you want. We make these prices
for THURSDAY ONLY,to make
it interesting to those ladies who
visit our store on this day, and we
hope that you will Ile one of those.
Make a memorandum of each
item and bring with you so you
won't miss.a single saving opportunity which we are offering for
this day.

Thursday Afternoon, May 23

Four Racing Events s

•
4

Deal's Orchestral Band

•
I.

.
I

•

•

II

OUR

EXAMINING
ROOM
Is equipped with all the newest up-to-date Electric
Instrumc nts fo: Eye Testing.

Our Methods of Eye Testing
I

are the latest and best now in use. WE DO NOT
USE DROPS.

We Examine Eyes Free
You should take advantage of our equipment and
knowledge. If mi do not need glasses we will tell
you so; if you do, our prices are right. Let us tell
you what
• is wrong with your eyes.

STEINFELD OPTICAL CO.

15 pieces Corded Jap Silk, all colors; an ideal
silk for kimonas, children's dresses and single
waists: a summer silk in invisible cheeks, etc.,
a 25e value for this day selling
at

19c

10 pieces of 36 inch Black Taffeta Silk, our
$1.25 retailer, for this day selling
at

98c

15 pieces Fancy Cheek and Stripe Dress Silk,
all latest shadings and designs, &superb quality;
our regular $1.00 retailer, for this day
selling at

nic

10 Pieces all Silk Crepe de Chine, all colors, an
opportune value and a good one; The quality—
for this day's selling
at
6 pieces Fancy Check Silks, all colors, our The
quality; for Thursday's selling
at
47C
25 dozen tine hinon Waists, three of
this seaSon'll latest styles, all sixes, for
Thursday's selling
at

$1.00

25 pairs Pillows, 2'• pound weight, made of
good ticking and feathers selected, o
our
price, each
.........65t
20 pairs Pillows, covered with art denim, size
21x26, our price,

S1125

each

10 pairs best quality Down Filled Pillows, airs,
20128, for
each._
1 pieces 19 inch wide Mass Toweling
for, per yard
tlozeu good weight Viihieneheel Bath
'1 Aels at, each

10C

15 dozen heavy. large size Unbleached Bath
Towels, an especially good quality, at
each.

?fa 91como "Orders

Optical Headquarters of Paducah
Telephone 1116-11 for Appoitlint
609 bli0A0WAY
eee

see

.4111Kr. awase,

crEtE

lento a00111.

the rabucab %un.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

than patriotism; a sentiment
induces personal sacrifices for
good of a public cause.

that
the

BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22.

PADUCAH EVENING SUN

GOOD HOME MADE
RAILROAD NOTES
BLOOD MEDICINE

CLOTHIERS TO
AMERICAN GENTLEMEN

Home rule, or nothing, says IreMr. A. J. Jorgenson, dispatcher
INCORPORATED
land. Nothing. Is the reply of the
for the Illinois Central at Fulton,
F. M. FISHER, President.
British government, at least for this
and wife arrived from Fulton today
IL J. PAXTON, General Manager.
session of parliament. The present
to visit a short time in Paducah.
sUisstatirrion KATESa
has spent more time on Makes the Kidneys Filter Out
entered at the postoface at Paducah. government
Your appearance this spring will depend in
Mr. Frank Gleason, a well known
the Irish question than bn any other.
Ky. as second class !natter.
Poisons
the
Minute Central machinist, is ill of
The Irish Nationalists have consista great measure on the kind of suit you're
THE DAILY SLAI
measles at his home on the Cairo
10 ently supported the government, beBy Carrier, per week
wearing.
road.
By mail, per month, to advance.. 25 cause it has been disposed to be
$2
50
advance....
There is always more responsibility placed
year.
Mr.
U.
In
H. Clark, chief clerk to
By mall. per
friendly. The cabinet almost split on Mix It Up Youts.elf; Cleans the Blood
THE WEEKLY SUN
Master
Fulmer,
of
Mechanic
R.
E.
Impurities
and
Makes
All
of
the question of autonomy for the
on the suit in the Spring—after a Man sheds his
For year, by mail, postage patd..$1.00
the I. C., is in Chicago on busineess.
You Feel Better.
Emerald Isle. The result seems to
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
Overcoat, than at any other Season of the Year.
Two excursions will be run into
have been a compromise, which was
Phone 858
Office, 115 South ThirdThere is no tonic in the world so bracing
Cairo on May 30, Decoration Day, by
in reality a step toward home rule.
Payne & Young. Chicago and New Indeed, the first impression from the
the Illinois Central road. One will
as one of our handsome Spring Suits.
ACTS GENTLY AND 15 HARMLESS
York, repiesentatives.
run from Mayfleld, ten
coaches,
attitude of Irish members of the
We'd like to show you the New Spring
THE SUN can be found at the follow- government, was that the program
through Paducah to Cairo and the
lag places:
"kinks."
would be carried out, and that Ireother from Jackson, Tenn., to Cairo
R. D. Clements & Co.
land, while
not entirely satisfied
A leading journal in answering via Fulton.
Van Culln Bros.
Coats trifle form fitting but not so long—
with anything short of complete con- the question, "What is the best prePalmer House.
wide, lapels wide and cut to form a soft
Collars
trol of local affairs, would accept the s.cription to clean and purify
John Wilhelm's.
the
"Air Car Leaves."
half loaf and bide her time for the blood," prints in. a recent issue the
roll.
The "air car" left Paducah this
rest of it. But Ireland, through the following: Fluid Extract of Dande- morning at 7:50 o'clock for LouisTrousers very shapely and easy fitting.
Nationalist convention, has spoken. lion one-half ounce, Compound Kar- ville after having examined 3.3 enare many new fabrics in broken
There
and in no unmistakable terms. Not a gon one ounce, Compound Syrup Sar- gineers. It is not made public how
word in behalf of the unfortunate saparilla three ounces. Shake well many succeeded in pawing.
checks ind stripes in Blue, Olive and Brown
WEDNESDAY, MAY 22.
measure was breathed. The only dis- and use in teaspoonful dopes after
"The mistake made by firemen
Mixtures.
cord In the convention was an ef- each meal, and at bedtime.
who have served their 'time' is that
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
A well known local druggist who
fort to make of the opposition to the
they believe they can study up on air
April, 1907.
bill a church affair. The effort was is familiar with
this prescription
and the handling of trains in a day
April 1...3895
April 16...3910 promptly squelched , it was Ireland states that it is harmless, being comor two and pass the air examinaAprilA 11 . 39.06 that spoke, and the government's bill posed of vegetable Ingredients which
April 2...3900
Just remember, pltase, that the Best Tailors
tions," remarked an official. "This
April 3...3897
April 18...3908 will be allowed to die of neglect. We can be obtained from any good prein the Land build our Clothes and your satisis something hard, air becoming conApril 4...3903
April 19...3905 are too far away to speak with au- scription pharmacy.
stantly more complicated daily befaction is assured.
It cleans the blood of all impuriApril 2,0...3935 thority on the wisdom of Ireland's
April 5...3893
cause of the many improvements
April 6...3892
In
April 22...3987 decision; but we are not too far ties and nourishes the blood.
added. Many young engineers fail
April 23...3896 away to applaud the independent Just a few days the skin begins to
April 8...3900
on
first examinations because they
or
everything
clear
demands
that
of sores, boils and pimples. It
April 9...3941
April 24...4097 spirit,
1 he Clothing Store That Carries
puts vigor and energy into run-down, do not prepare soon enough, and the
April 25...4115 nothing.
April 1'0...3999
only way to tell those unsuccessful
debilitated
women.
men
and
For
"The Union Store Card"
April 11...3940
April 26_4119
Fame is a queer word. It is doubt- many years Sarsaparilla alone has is to watch the left band side of the
April 12...3965
April 27...4125
cab. If they are still handling the
April 13...4012
April 29...4155 ful if the greatest men of ages past been considered a good blood medishovel, you may know they failed."
contemporary
nocine.
But
while
made
received
up
and
as
it
built
much
April 30...4132
April 15...3910
tice, as do the least of them nowa- new blood, the impurities remained
Total
103,237
days. For instance, there is Joe within and the good. accomplished
Courtesy of Railroad.
Average for April, 1906
4018
Chinn, whose name is a household was only temporary. Sarsaparilla,
For the accommodation of west
Average for April, 1907
3971
word, because he reads the Christian however, when used in combination Kentucky coal mine operators called
Herald. Joe was summoned as juror with Compound Kargon and Extract here yesterday in special conference
47
TH/ER
in the Haywood case and was dis- Dandelion works wonders. Tide com- with Illinois Central officials, a privANO
Personally appeared before me,
missed as prejudiced on account of bination puts the kidneys to work to ate car was provided for those who
this May 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, genis filter and sift out the waste matter, desired
reading the Herald. Joe's fame
to return home Immediately
eral manager of The Sun, who afephemeral, to be sure. We doubt uric acid and other impurities that after the conference,
a courtesy the
firms that the above statement of whether even now, after
a brief four cause disease. It makes new blood operators
greatly appreciated.
the circulation of The Sun for the weeks, many people remember the and relieves rheumatism
and lame
li47RAL SERVICE HEROINES
The higher officials, Superintendmonth of April, 19.07, is true to the secretary of the floor polishers Inter- back and bladder trombles.
NOT LIMITED TO SECTION.
best of his kno'ivledge and belief.
national, of Chicago, who wrote to
This prescription is better than ent of Transportation 0, 5, Keith,
and
Traffic
Manager
Harwood,
went
PETER PURYEAR,
President Roosevelt a bitter letter of the usual patent medicines, which
Washington, D. C., May 22.—Moe
Notary Public.
denunciation, for classifying him are in the most part alcoholic con- to Evansville at 3:10 o'clock yesterheroines are bobbing up in the rural
My commission expires January with Harriman. These names will coctions. The ingredients cost but day, where a meeting with coal min- FOUR ARE DEAD AND SIX
OTH- ARE AFRAID OF FINDING CORPSE
free delivery service as a result of
22, 1908.
not go down into 'history, but we haz- little. They may be procured from ers Is being held today. Operators
ERS ARE INJURED.
THEY SEARCH FOR.
the publ cation some. weeks ago of
ard the prediction that they will be any good pharmacist and mixed at took the same train 'as far as Princestaterne
a
Owing the remarkable
ton,
where
a
special
car
was
provided
for
preserved
scrap
home.
in
books
family
Every
man
and
woman
here
Daily Thought.
feat of Miss Etta Nelson, a rural carshould make some up and try It if and cotipled to manifest train, NO.
Heart health never comes so long the edification of posterity.
Terrible Result of Attempted Aswan Drop Garments of Dead Man in River rier in one of the New England states
they feel their stiont require* a 1S4, for Louisville. Supt. A. H.
as toe hand is on the pulse.
on Widow Woman in South.
To Locate Position of Floater
who worked her way through a blizEgan,
good
of
the
blood medicine and tonic.
Louisville division, went
Fairbanks and Taft are victims of
Georgia.
in River.
zard
which kept the entire communas
far
as
Princeton,
returning
here
overThe
to
has
publicity.
former
The
Kargon
to
the
kidneys
clean
THE FLAG AND THE CITIZEN.
ity indoors.
It .is the environment, association come the impression that he is a and vitalize them so they can clean early in the evening. Chief DisAssistant Postmaster General De.
and conditions in the schools, mak- human icicle, an impression dissem- the blood, Sarsaparilla to make new patcher FS N. North, of the Louising demands on a child's functions inated by the cartoonists. Taft has rich blood and Dandelion to tone the ville district, remained until 1.2S
Reidsville, Ga., May 22.—Two colDragging for the body of the col- Grew is the recipient of numerous
and [acuities, ,awakening and devel- to overcome the charge that his stomach, clean the liver and make it this morning when he left for Louis- ored people lynched and four other ored coal "toter" who was drowned letters, newspaper clippings and phooping his intellectual, moral and boom for the presidency is being pro- active and relieve constipation is the ville.
persons dead and six others injured
tographs from places which claim
Saturday night, has brought out
acts and so
emotional being, that make our pub- pagated in the white house conserva- way the prescription
distinction in the possession of carSupt. A. H. Egan and Master Me- is the net result of an attempted
1k schools so beneficial, and in this tory. hn reality Fairbanks is one of mildly and gently that one does not chanic R. E. Fulmer, of the Illinois criminal assault made last night on many amusing characteristics in the riers of the fair sex who perform
view of it School Trustee Kelly and the most Democratic and gentleman- conskler they are taking a medicine. Central shops, left this morning' at Mrs, Laura Moore, white, a widow, roueters. Yesterday afternoon
the their duties under unfavorable conhis colleagues could not have in- ly personages possible to imagine.
7:50, o'clock for the 'Louisville divis- about six milts; from here by Flem dragging was resumed and the rous- ditions.
vested a sum of money more econom- Taft's boom is spontaneous, natural
CONTRACT GRAFT.
Padget, a negro. Two of the Padget ter in the skiff who was holding the
ion on an inspection tour.
Indiana has two candidatt4s for
ically than in purchasing flags for and logical. It is only when attempts
family are the ones lynched and the line, suddenly felt it grip something honor in this respect, and they are
the buildings. Why should they go are made to force its growth that laild Bare in Testimony Before Comdeath or Injury of the others followed at the bottom of the river. His eyes sisters, the Misses Mo'lle and Mile
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
to this expense? it may be asked by it appears Irackward. Wherever opmissioner of Accounts.
livery doe makes you feelbetter. Les-Pon the efforts of a posse to capture Pad- began to 'bulge and he stayed with Steven. On one occasion, when the
those who consider in the equipment position is offered the trend of popkeeps your whole insides right. Sold on the get. When the mob went to Padget's
the line until the object got near the'roads were almost impassable, the
of a school only the articles that ular sentiment is manifested, as it is
New York, May 22.— After testi- mosey-beck plan every wuere Price 50 cents.
house they were fired
upon, one surface of the river, then it was too sisters shouldered their mail
bags
Ohio.
in
enter into the curriculum or the comfying before the commissioners of acwhite man named Hare was killed much for him. in profound fear he and traveled the entire distance of
fort of the children. We might go
counts today tat Borough President
Salvador Has a Revolution.
and four others were wounded. The sprang from the skiff to the wharf- twenty-five miles on foot.
back to the beginning and ask, why
It is doubtful if the Spanish popu- Ahearn first begged him to retire to
New Orleans, La., May 22.—A ca- crowd fired a volley
into the house. boat, lighting on his stomach on the
Boise, Idaho, claims the distinca flas, at all?
lace suffered more acute agony save Mr. Ahearn's scalp, and then, in blegram from President Zelaya, of
killing Padget, the father and two edge of the boat, and was pulled Unction of employing more women
it is only a vari-colore1 emblem, awaiting the visitation of the stork, despair promised him
a generous Nicaragua, stating that a revolution
of his daughters and wounding two front that precarious position by fol- rural carriers than any other
postbearing some historical significance than do some of our patriots while share of profits from city plumbing today broke out in Salvador was reand sung and glorified in poetry, to the presidential bees are swarming. contracts as the price of retirement, eelved here by the Nicaraguan con- of his sons, one of whom was Flem low rousters. His superiious fear office, three out of every four routes
Padget, the man wanted.
of a dead body made him take such a out of that place being covered by
be sure. but only of the thickness of Certainly, the royal nurse will
be William Dalton, who recently was sul. The cable said Prudencio Altara
precipitate course. A little later one members of the fair sex. One of
ordinary cloth and subject to the subjected to no more critical supervi- removed from the office of commis- ieads the revolution. It contained no
Call for a iteputoican County Con- of- the older rousters, who evidently them, Miss Mollie Stewart, Is the
wear and tear of time and use. Yet sion than are the politicians nursing sioner of public works, was branded other information.
any slighting allusion to it calls our presidential boomlets.
vention.
had some authority among the oth- champion broncho rider of the north
by Mr. Ahearn either as a man bePursuant to instructions from the ers, asked if they had the coat of west.
forth the hot rejoinder and somereft of reason or a liar. The remarka- froNlasedirmillnedeliPmillniedll
state central committee, and comply- the drowned rouster. They did, and
times justifiable bloodshed.
ble disclosure was made that the
Those
"A disorderly house," says the
ing with the action of the McCracken It was brought forth. He said that if
who have marched under It and
court of appeals is a house where firm of Ryder & O'Brien. which does
Mark Twain is going to build a
county committee, the Republicans of this was dropped in the river on a
fought under it, those
who have people are permitted to congregate the city plumbing under private connew house of concrete and steel that
McCracken county are hereby called line with the point where the
done most for it, love it and vener- and engage In unlawful enterprise, tract, made as high as 1,000
per
rous• cannot be burned down,
to meet at the county court house in ter fell in, it
ate It most. The soldier, who has and there's an end to the bucket cent on some of its work. It was this
would float to that
Paducah, Ky., on Saturday, June 15, spot and either
been taught to salute his superior shop.
firm in which, Mr. Dalton swore, Mr.
immediately sink or
1907 at 1:30 p. m. standard time, for
offieer, because the insignia of rank
Ahearn agreed to give him a large
whirl around in a circle. His inTHII
the purPose of selecting delegates to
indieates some authority under the
interest as goon as death should
structions were followed and the coat
AND CURE THE LUNCS
Are you going to see the ponies
the
state
flag, exhibits his respect publicly for
convention
come to Patrick Ryder, former leader
to be held In floated
down the river toward the
run tomorrow?
Louisville, Ky., on Wednesday, June
the colors, and cherishes it in his
of the fifth district. Mr. Ryder is now
spot it was thought the rouster had
19,
1907.
beart.
critically ill. Mr. Dalton testified that
fallen in
Sure enough the coat
It was also ordered by the McIn some way, these outward forms Et44l'.UPISS NOOSE; DIES FAMOUS. It was the custom of Borough Presistopped and sank out of sight amidst
What looks neater than a
Cratken county committee that at
of reverence beget a spirit of loyalty
dent Ahearn to accept tickets front
good looking shirt, one that
the county convention on June 15, the "there-I-told-you-so" exclamato the principles, for which the flag Dr. Frank I,. James, Noted Scientist. corporations doing business with the
ONSUMPTION
fits you well, appears to emPries
Espires in St. Iambs
1907, a candidate be nominated for tions of the old rouster. The rest of
steneits and a love of country that Is
city, entitling the holder to one job
053and
II0e S 00
on
the
the
grew
rousters
wharfboat
body
comfort
and
coolness
on
representative,
deep rooted and abiding. It is under
to represent Mcfor oath ticket.
OLDS
Free Tr. I.
a hot day, when heavy coats
St Louis, May 22.—Dr. Frank L.
Cracken county in the Kentucky leg- restless at such an omen hut fdrther
the protection of that flag, that the
IllareetLid Quickest Curo for all
dragging failed to bring up the body.
are laid aside?
islature.
children enjoy the benefits of educa- James, a noted scientist, once sen- BLAMES PUBLIC FOR BAD RULE
THROAT and LUNG TROVE- ,
These and numerous other superThose days are near at
tion, and it is fitting that they should tenced to be hanged, died at his borne
FRANK BOYD, Chairman.
L1LB, or MONST BACK.
stitlons were tried without glICCeSs.
analilisilannannwssmosugniwwwwwwwwww.
hand, so get your supply of
associate all the blessings of liberty 2032 Olive street, early today. Once Failure of Municipal Government Due
shirts before the assortments
with the emblem of liberty. It must an enemy of the federal government
One Kind of Man.
To People, Says Official,
are depleted.
At a dinner at Newport Rear Adbe that some time In the course of he was afterward its chief expert in
miral Evans spoke with scorn of a
Our Bates-Street and Cofits schooling the child will be in- the Investigation of the "embalmed
Baltimore, May 22.-in making
young man who had married an old
Spired by the sight of that flag, float- beef" scandal during the Spanish- his speech which wound up his serlumbus shirts have
become
woman for her money.
ing atop the building, with an im- American war. For his services at vice of nearly four years as president
,
very popular with Paducah
"YOU ABLE LUCKY'
"Thee chap calls himself a man,
pulse of patriotism that will kinlie an inquiry in Chicago he received of the second branch of the city
men and we want you to see
suppose," :mid the great sea fighter.
a never dying flame and make of him
sine die
the
Summer
offerings in
a day from the name power council, which adjourned
If you don't have a rainy day. sieknoss, trouble—
"but
there are various definitions of
a citizen in the truest sense.
tonight,
R..Gaither
George
declared
plaids
and
neat
figure effects.
which once tried to hang him.
you can't tell just what will happfs.
.
the word man, and the definition
We have not enough
patriotism.
Fond colors and
two tone
As scientific editor of the National that the responsibility for ths--Sallure
you
haven't
If
any
money
what
are
you
going
to
that would fit our friend best is the
We have too much of party, too
treatments in hellos, grays
Druggist and associate editot of the of municipal administration in Amerdo,
Peebles
much of state, too much of our own
one.
,
ica lay with the publir -and not with
and blues.
Medical Britt:, a St. Louis publicawon't
"A
miss
Scott
affairs. No patriot would furnish deYou
a
the officials. Mr. Gaither said:
little
out
of
each
of
Peebles
week's
said
to
earnhis
They come In
plaited, or
tion, !Sr. James made his name
friend MarAn'drew:
"Baltimore has a much better govfective armor for our navy, or unings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
plain bosom, attached or deknown to phypiciane and chemists
"'Mae, I hear ye have fallen In
wholesome food ?or our soldiers; no
ernment than the masses of her citiOpel, an sect-mut with us and protect yourself
tached cuffs.
And, too, we
all over the world.
love wir bonny Kate McAlister.'
patriot would accept a bribe for his
zens seem to detrire. I have seen the
show the eon shirts for hot
the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
against
When the civil war began he was
"'Well, Sanders,' Mac replied, 'I
vote, either in the form of money, Inlobbies of the council crowde.1 with
e4ather, in plain or plaited
a young student of chemistry in Modeposits.
cent.
on
was near—verra near—slatiki. it;
dulgence. office or a public contract:
representatives of special Interests,
botonms collars or neck bands,
but the hit Ifteele bad nae idler, so
Ito patriot. would permit graft in bile. Ala. He invented submarine but in my entire term I remember
with or without run
I said to misel' "Mac, be a mon."
enthlie Mare; no patriot would cling mines which were planted in Mobile only two citizens who appeared to
Price 1111.5o
for any of
And I was a mon, and noon I Peas
to his party when he knew it was bay to blow up federal gunboats. plead for the welfare of the entire
these splendid rallies.
They were an effective that a priee oommun it y.
her by WI' silent contempt.'"— New
wrong, or nomina'ed had men.
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' fly every meant in *or power we
ghoula inculeste the love of country
nal appreciation of their (*me relations to it in the corning generstron.
Neat to that of religlem there is no
sentiment that tulle forth loftier or
More ennobling thoughts and deeas

we/ set upon James' head. He Was
captured and taken to New Orleans.
where General R fs, Rutter condemn
ed him to death. By the aid of
friends he escaped from New Orleans
a week before the date set for his
hanging and went to Japan,

"The public seemed indifferent to
the success or failure of Important
measures presented to the council. It
is this indifference which has been
responsible for the fact that, munielpa; government In Amerka in part
such a humiliating failure."
boa

York Tribune.
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Roberts—"Poor Williams died and
left a wife and three children." Jones
—"That's nothing. HP was too mean
to take them anywhere when he was
Luc
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May Festival Boxes.
Boxes for
the two
performances at the May Festival, sell for
$8. The management has arranged a
number of boxes for the concerts, and
application for them should be made
to Mrs. J. C. Utterback and Mrs. E.
G. Boone.

Another Jhipment of

2/tailings fiat avirrived
are just in receipt of another large shipment of
mattings direct from Japan; new fresh goods
made expressly for us on our order. The styles are
simply stunning; be sure to see them.
E

Carpe Diem Club.
Miss Camille Legeay is the hostess
of the Carpe Diem club this evening
at her home on the Cairo road.

morning from Dyerebuig. Tenn.,'
where she has been visiting Miss Evelyn Walker.
went to
Mrs. Armour Gardner
Dawson this; morning for a ten days'
visit.
J. M. 1.Vorten left last night for
Oklahoma to be gone two weeks on
a prospecting trip.
FttniOUS Pacing Mare, Loleta
Colonel Charles Reed went to
Between Events
Dawson today 'to spend a few days.
0. 0. Lassiter, of Water Valley, is
visiting his brother, A. L Lassiter.
Mr. and Charles Kiger went to Card Made Up for First Meet of the
Matinee Club at Fair Grounds
Dawson this morning to spend
a
Tomorrow.
week.
Mrs. Gaither Henneberger and
child have arrived from Louisville to
visit Mr. H. A. Henneberger, of 430
ALL ARE FIRST CLASS ENTRIES.
Adams street.

MAY BE LOWERED

SWING' UR PARDNER
in one of

Hart'sLawn Swings
Ur Chance Has Kum

Afternoon Card Party for May 30.
Mrs. M. F. Emery and Miss FerriAll preparations for the first meet
man issued formal invitations today
An extra special value in Carpet Patterns, worth 30c
of the Matinee club at the fair
and 35c, at.. for a euchre party on Thursday aftergrounds tomorrow
are completed.
noon, May 341, at 2 o'clock, at their
The card is:
home, &Ole Jefferson street.
SUPT. J. J. FLYNN WILL GO IN
Class C Trot.
TWO WEEKS.
Anita-Owned and driven by JosReception for Nashville Guests.
eph L. Fried-man.
Mrs, James Campbell Flournoy
Red Rook-Owned and driven by
and Mrs. Harrison
Watts receive
itt‘fs
Resignation of Popular Yazoo Valley C.. L. Van Meter.
this afternoon from 4 until 6 o'clock
Dr. Bell-Owned by B. C. Kilgore,
Superintendent Is Announced
at their home on Jefferson boulevard
driven by A. S. Thompson.
Finally.
in compliment to Mrs. Frank 0.
Brannu-Owned and driven by C.
,Watts and Mrs. John Arnold Bell, of
H. Harris,
Nashville. Tenn., the guests of Mrs
Marriage License.
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
'Hobert Becker Phillips.
It is an
John J. Flynn, division superinClass 11 Pace.
Oscar Noyles to Clyde Johnson.
-For Copeland'e stable phone 100
elaborate and charming function to tendent of the Yazoo and Mississippi
Gus'B-Owned and driten by T.
-Dr. • Gilbert, oeteopain, 40.0%
which a large number of invitations Valley railroad at Memphis, has sent J. Stahl.
In Police Court.
Broadway. Phone 196.
Tobe Scott-Owned and driven by
Ben Sumter, colored, for beating have been issued.
in his resignation, effective June 1.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
his wife, was aped $50 and costs in
Mr. Flynn resigns to accept the po- George H. Goodman.
at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Trixie H-Owned by West Ken
Morning Bridge Luncheon.
sition of general superintendent of
t-You know your calling cards Police court tills Interning.
Willie Johnson, a juvenile, for
Mrs. I. D. Wilcox gave a delight- the Trinity and Brazos! Valley rail- tucky stock farm, driven by C. H
are correct when they come from the
Sun office. Script cards and plate, striking George Harris in the head ful bridge luncheon this morning at way, in Texas, one of the many lines Harris.
Sarah McGregor-Owned by Geo.
$1.50 a hundred; the Old English at with a poker, was held to the juve- her home on Kentucky avenue in controlled by the Colorado Southern
C.
Wallace, driven by A. S. Thompcases:
John
James,
nile
court.
Other
compliment
0.
Watts
to
Mrs.
Frank
$3.00.
and the Yoakum Interests. He has
of ordinance, continued: and Mrs. John Arnold Bell, of Nash- had the office under consideration son.
-Carbon paper that gives entire breach
iattsfaction, and every sheet guaran- Howard Johnson, colored, breach of ville, and Mrs. Maurice Joseph, of for some time, but only recently deClass A Trot.
teed is the Webster Mull Copy Car- peace, continued: F. M. Acre, breach Cincinnati. There were five tables at cided to accept the place offered him.
Billy Buck-Owned and driven by
bon, handled only by R. D Clements of peace, continued; Jesse Benson, bridge and tire prize for the highest He will succeed J. M. Lee, the presIncorporated.
breach of peace, dismissed; E. C. score was wan
A. S. Thompson.
by Mrs. John S. ent superintendent of
& Co. Phone 436.
the T. & B. V ,
Belle Brooks-Owned and driven
-1-Nellie Lally, colored, 27 years Brookshire and J. W. Dunaway, fight- Bleetker. The three guests of honor and will have his headquarters at
by C. H... Harris.
old, died at 823 North Ninth street ing, Dunaway dismissed and Brook-i were presented with souvenirs. A:I Fort Worth Tex.
Liebel, the prizes were steins. An elaborate
Mettle Wilkes-Owned and driven
WASTED-A press feeder at The
this morning of fever, and will be shire lined $25 and osts; Sam
Mr. Flynn has been in the railroad
a
bawd
and and prettily planned luncheon was
two
cases,
renting
to
by Ben T. Franks.
Sun Job office.
buried tomorrow in Oak Grove cemservice with roads in this territory
Skipper-Owned by J. E, Morgan,
using ineuittng language, continued. served at the noon hour.
etery,
GASOLINE LAUNCH for hire to
for the past twenty-three years, and driven
by T. J. Settle.
-City sunscrioers to the. Daily
small
parties. Licensed operator. New
is one of the most highly'esteemed
In County Court.
Charity Club,
Sun who wish the delivery of their
phone 344; old phone 2840.
officials
of
the
Illinois
Central
sysClass A Pace.
The Globe Bank and Trust comThe Charity club held Its regular
papers stopped must notify our coltem. He began his railroad career
George Star--Owned and driven
lectors or make their requests direct pany was appointed guardian for meeting for May this morning with
May Adopt New Rates.
ROOMS to; rent, aro 3,11(1:son.
the president, Mrs. George C. Wal- In a subordinate position over twen- by Dr. Ed Farley:
Falls, S. D., May 22.-The
to The Sun office. No attention will Jeremiah Callaghan.
Sioux
restaurant.
Whitehead's
EAT at
J. T.-Owned by J. E. Morgan,
lace, of North Ninth street.
The ty years ago on the old Chesapeake
be paid to such orders when given
A. 0. U. W. grand lodge of South Da
&
Oho.
high-grade
bicydriven by C. H. Harris,
MITCHELLS for
business transacted was largely routo our carriers. Sun Publishing Co. CANDIDATFA GET BUSY
kota met in biennial session here toBrook Hill--Owned and driven by cles, 326-328 South Third /street.
AT 0. M. C. CONVENTION. tine. Miss Elixabeth Sinnott, who
-The body of Moss Lacy, of Paduday and probably will remain in sesHOTEL
Thompson.
ARRIVALS.
S.
A.
Memphis, May 22.-There are Jaut has held the position of treasurer
TELEPHOIE 203 for nice bundled sion three days. The most importcah, colored, arrived from California
Palmer-C. F. Noelling, Indian'Harry A-Owned and driven by kindling. Johnston-Denker Coal Co.
ability, prethis morning. He was killed lu a raii- two candidates for grand chief con- with excel:ent executive
ant matter slated for discussion is
apolis; D. P. Mustain,, Big Reedy; R. Virgil Sherrill.
road wreck on a train where he was ductor of 0. R. C., and while George sented her resignation which relucFOR RENT- Rooms, furnithed the question of adopting adequate
Between the third and fourth
II. Tuller, Evaneville; M. A. Reich,
employed as porter. The body will be W. Huntley, of Toledo, 0., has been tantly accepted. Mrs: John NV. Scott
or unfurnts.hetl, 520 North Sixth.
rates based upon the National Frawas elected to Miss Sinnott's place. New York; Mrs. C. 3. Brady, Wick- races, the great pacing mare Loleta,
buried In Oak Grove cemetery to- making a strong race, the chances
Congress table of rates. A maternal
and
Stovewood
ring
FOR
Heating
will endeavor to lower the track recmorrow.
s
are that A. B. Garretson will be Theclub will continue its meetings liffe; J. A. Carriages', Noblesville,
137 F. Levin.,
jority and a minority report will be
1-4.
2:16
ord
of
throughWednesdays
only
the
second
Ind.; E. G. Hitt, Nashville; D. J.
-We give you better carriage and elected. No'opposition has developed
for made upon this question.
RING 366; either phone,
summer.
Weisinger, Atlanta; Qprdon Bryan,
better service for the money, than to the re election of the grand secre- out the
Polish,
"Cleans
All"
Illarniture
TO
MAKE
KNIFE
BOY
GOOD?
New Orleans; P. .1. Byrne. Boston;
Is given by any transfer company in tary and treasurer, W. J. Maxwell,
Whole sown nurns.
William Thompson. superintendent F. B. Oliver, Louisville; J. F. Penhickory
TELEPHONE 655 for
America. Fine carriages for special of Cedar Rapiris, who has held the
Growths
Will
Have
Altoona,
Pa., May 22.-One man
Omaha
Youth
much
sanitarium,
Is
the
county
of
wood.
rich, Dyersburg, Tenn.
occasions on short notice, also ele- same office for several terms. For
Cut From Head As a Cure.
was fatally burned and nine families
week.
out
next
will
be
Improved
and
Beivedere--R.
Bishop.
Transfer
Co.
L.
Phone
rigs.
Palmer
Lowes:
FOR
DRY
WOOD,
Old
gant livery
grand assistant conductor there are
Omaha. Neb., Max 22.- Eightrendered homeless by a fire, which
Sears,
Guy
Metropolis;
2361.
-The ladies of the Kentucky Ave- two candidates, the . present incum- He recently underwent an operation Charles
year-old Davy Markovitz, the boy
wiped
out the business portion of
hospi'Riverside
appendicitis
at
for
been
Brown,
church
have
Sturgis;
NV.
MurPresbyterian
S.
Swan,
nue
CLOTHES cleanee'
,- pressed, rebent, L, E. Shepard, and NV. NV. HutLajose, a town of 500 people, this
tal, and was removed home last week. ray; A. F. Hartman, Vincennes, who simply cannot be good, is to paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
requested to repeat the "Old Fashion ton, of Kansas,
morning. The town was without fir"
Stationman Max Pruess, of Fire Ind.; J. B, Howard, Colunibus, 0.; have a surgeon's knife inserted, into
ed School" exhibition, and will do so
Three candidates are in the field
his head. to take the badness out of
WANTED--Log cutters ana tie protection.
flames
burned
The
on Thursday, May 23, at the church. for grand junior conductor, W. M. company No. 4, struck the floor off at. H. Fowler, Louisville; G. B. Turhim. This will be the first time the men. See A. J. Atchison, 313 Mai- themselves out.
tire
down
the
sliding
balance
while
son..
ner,
Chicago.
-If you havn't time to go home Clark, the present official, T. E.
Omaha juvenile court has ordered a
Phone 2950.
New
Richmood--Birdsville;
W.
to lunch, try Whitehead's 25 cent Gregg, of Virginia, and R. W. Robin- pole, answering a night alarm, and
surgical operation to cure the disease - WANTED-Position as -bookkeepankle,
sprained
a
sustained
-Rig picture show, 3,000 feet of
Fletcher, Jopisa;
Mons
Robinson, of delinquency.
dinner. Polite gervice.,
son, of lowie
er.Experienced, good references. AdMr Theodore Metcalf, of the Suth- Golconda; C. B. Robbins, Cairo; E.
feature pictures at the park tonight.
-Neeaaing Invitations, announceDavy has been before the court a dress X. Y. Z., care Sun.
erland Medicine comptiffiy, has been B. Wren, Woodville: Tom
Wingo, number of times and has been forments and every character of enNotice.
removed to his home on South Sev- Martin, Tenn.; Eb Baynes, MetropFOR RENT-Three room house,
graved work is given careful, per- To All Whom It May Concern:
Igabserthe for The San.
given on hits promise to be good.
from Riverside hospital olis; J. W. Jacktion, Golconda; Lynn
le25 South Fourth, $8.50 per month.
esses_sonal attention at the Sun job office.
Notice Is hereby given that I have enth street
When it came to keeping the promise,
Apply next door.
-Place your orciers l'ar wedding perfected my appeal to the United after a successful operation for ap Alexander, Martin, Tenn.; C. M. Nel- however Davy always failed.
The Sun is States circuit court of appeals for the pendicitis.
Invitations at home.
son, BIrdsvIlle; S. W. Berrin, CoYOU CAN get nice bundled kindthat
Then physicians discovered
Mrs. Aaron Hurley left yesterday lumbus, Tenn.; C. P. Davis, Johns- adenoid growths were pressing up- ling at Johnston Denker Coal
showing as great an assortment as Sixth circuit from the order in the
Co
anywhere at prices United States district court, Western for Creel Springs and Mean Springs. ton, Pa.
you will find
ward from the neck and back of the Telephone 2e3.
much lower tban you will have to District of Kentucky, adjudicating
Mrs. J. J. Morrill and children, of
St, Nicholas-J. F. lerixzell, Fair nose, and, pushing against the brain.
as
WANTED-Position
house
pay elsewhere.
me a bankrupt and under which order Caldwell county, arrived yesterday to Dealing; J, P. Newman, Hampton; constricting its growth. The removal girl or cook. References furnished.
-The steamer Louisrana ran an of adjudication In bankruptcy an at- visit Mrs. Moreill's paents, Mr. and W. McGlium, Chicago; H. H. Quante, of these is not a dangerous operation,
Address H. M , care The Sun.
excursion last night out of Paducah tempted sale was made of my indt- Mrs. J. W. Ragsdale.
Metropolis; R. E Sandees, Memphis; and, it is believed, will remove the
FOR SALE- 4 plate glass show
and the best of order was kept. Not vidual property, real and personal,
Mrs. Wm Foster, of Springfield, .1. H. &softer, Boaz; Willis Wallace, cause of the .boy's wickedness.
cases
with oak counter bases. cheap.
found
on
a drop of liquor could be
in this city, and said appeal will be Mo., is visiting Dr, D. J. Foster's Murray; Ethe Owens, Murray.
Address CO., care Sun.
patrolmen heard at the earliest possible date family,
the boat, and Paducah
HOT AIR TREATMENT
WANTED-To
rent tarnished
who served on the boat say it was that I can secure a hearing in thel Mr. James Ballowe has returned
TWO K.ILLED. LIGHT
Has Proven Its Worth in the Treat- house or flat for summer. • Address
the most eirderly excursion ever run said circuit court of appeals; all per- from Waterloo, Ala.
PLANT DESTROYED.
L., care Sun.
sons dealing with the so-called pur-I Manager Thomas B. Upton, of the
ment of Ali Diseases.
out of Paducah.
Brazil, Ind., May 22.-Two men
chasers of said property as though Dixie mills, has returned from New
I am using, in connection with the
FOR RENT-Taira Boor over
were killed, the electric light plent
they are the owners of sad property.kork and from Philadelphia, wIrre
Osteopathic treatment, the Dry Hot Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
WQRKMAN IS INJURED.
totally destroyed at a loss of $10,000
do so at their peril should said jud g-,he attended the National Hosiery
Air treatment, and the great sur- St. Apply F. P. Fisher, Post Office.
and the town plunged into darkness
meat
of
adjudication
be
reversed
as
ceases achieved with it demonstrete
FOR
Manufacturers' ,association.
RENT--Three
furnished
Struck On Head By Heavy Timber at
for at least two months by the ex- its
I will then be restored to the owner-I Attorney Arthur Martin has return
efficacy.
rooms with or without board, 419
Iron Furnace.
plosion
of
boiler
at
is
the Clay City
ship and possession of said property
In one form or another heat has
Third.
ed from Grahamvsite
electric light plant today. , Ralph been emplceed in treatment of die South
persons
strictly
re1
and
will
hold
all
Finney
aveJames Underwood, of
Mr. Roy L. Culley is in Chicago Travis, the fireman. was instantly
FOR
RENT-Newly
decorate,'
sponsible for their acts in the interease from the earliest times and In
nue, one of the workmen employed
on business.
apartments. Modern
improvements
Swinger,
a
killed,
and
John
teamster,
im.
E. RICHKOPF. I
every part of the world, but, its use
by the Princeton Furnace company
Mrs. Mary Wilkins, of La ()enter. so badly burned with steam that he
Hecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
Paducah, Kentucky, May 20, 1907,
has become more .general in later
to dismantle the old iron furnace oil
is visiting the family of ,Attorney A. died two hours later
FOR THE Rest Sandwiches, Chit,.
befores-simply
beyears than ever
South Third street, was struck on the
L. Harper.
and Hot Tamales, call at 111 1-2 S
Vacation
Trips.
application
cause
its
and
uses
have
bead by a falling piece Of timber at
Mrs. Clarence Miller and daughter,
Third street.
become better known.
In the summer resort region of
Stevens' Fine Offer.
7 o'clock this morning, while he was
Halite returned yesterday from
WKS
%The final proof of value
FOR SALE-One palr
Northern
We
have
understaneing
Minnesota
and
a
better
match
Wisconsin,
Washington,
May
22
-John
F.
standeag on scaffolding 30 feet in
several weeks' visit to Madisonville.
or any other
ofilt shoe
Michigan, The North-Western Line a
Stevens, former chief engineer of the of the physiological laws upon ponies.. Lady can drive. Apply to
the air, and be is now at his home
Mr. Louis Y. Henneberger has rearticle,for that matter
treatment
is
based,
which
the
and
Clark.
South
direct
train
service
and
J.
211
C.
Fourth.
with
Old'
resells,
Panama
canal,
has
been
offered
the
the
suffering from rent-neaten of
is the experience of those
from spending several days
Pullman sleeping cars, a turned
presidency of the Northern
Pacific have greatly improved the mechanical phone 350.
brain. When hit by the heavy timber, through
who buy it. g The satischild, who are viswife
and
with
his
factory results which
He has not derided wheth- apparatus employed until now it Is RETTA HICKS would he pleased 'to
he was felled to the platform of the series of cool summer resorts, hunt- iting Mrs. Henneberger's mother at railroad
one of the most useful means at our entertain her friends at her
the "La France "gives
er or not he will accept.
scaffolding and was not knocked off ing and fishing grounds, which for
restauMt. Vernon, Ill.
dtspoeal for the treatment of dis- rant and ice cream
wearers are shown
its
others.
excel
all
of
interest
variety
him
around
workmen
parlor. 2041
to the ground.
Mr. Brack Owen went to Hamby
by the large percentease.
hotels, boarding
Broad.
Music
and
refreshments.
lowered him to the ground and his Numerous good
Change.
Mex. Kauffman Get,'
age of women who
Station this morning on business.
The treatment is stimulating to
Injuries were dressed by Dr. J. D. houses and camps. Some of the best
TRADE -1 corner let In
Sioux Falls, S. D., May 22.-Judge the whole system, every organ and
repeatedly come back
Katterjohn went
W.
Contractor
F.
Robertson. Finney is 35 years old, fishing In the world. If you are Into this store for another
Smith in the Kauffman murder case function, and when used with the O'Brien's addition, for city real esmorning.
Bluff
this
Cedar
to
married and has several children, It terested in finding a place stilted to
pair. 9The endurance
tate, willing to give boot. Address R.
Mr W. B. Kennedy returned from this afternoon granted a change of Osteopathic treatment forms the most
be your particular needs, call upon any
of these stylish shoes
I. thought his wounds will not
care
The
Sun.
venue to Moody county and fixed rational cure in all sciences.
Mayfield this morning.
never fails to commend
fatal.
ticket agent or address N M. Breeze,
'WHEN BUYING harness or sad,Tune 4 as the date for trial of case
Especially are the treatments inDawson.
in
Bell
is
itself to the practical
Mr.
Roy
general agent, 436 Walnut street,
or
your harness needs repairing.
woman. (I As for "La
dicated in all diseases Incident to the dles
Ar. T. W. ?Roberts is visiting rela- at Flandreau.
DFAiORAT1ON DAY
Cincinnati, Ohio.
France "comfort-- that
season, spring, tired, worn out and remember the Paducah Harness and
Tenn.
In
Jackson,
tives
WILL NOT BE HELD
can best be told by trying
run down conditions, malaria, stom- Saddle Co., 204 1-2 Keetucky aveThe condition of Mr. Neal Cothran
Notice to Shippers and the Public.
on
a pair here. 9 Then,
nue.
buying
a
tonic
ach, liver and bowels, and in asthma,
You'll be
reOn 'account of the meeting at New at Riverside hospital today is
Decoration day for the Confedertoo, there's much shoe
FREE Hydro Vacit.efecticetaii
and nervous conditions.
slightly better.
satisfaction to be gained
soon -probably need one rhaurnatic,
ate veterans, June 3, Jefferson Le- Madrid, Mo., of the Southeastern ported
headaches, lumbago and neuralgia. massage or scalp treatment free Fri
Agnew
and
Mrs.
H.
F.
deughter,
of
by a personal inspection
Association,
Men's
vis' birthday, will apt be observed Missouri Traveling
sysup
your
Brace
now.
I should be pleased to have you day, May 24, at 502 South Ninth
of the La France "shoes
visiting protein H.
this year: as eet*eral of the .veterana the steamer Dick .Fowler will leave Cincinnati. are
now beLig exhibited.
tem with VITAL VIM. consult me at any time, and tell You street corner Adams. Pimples and
ere. Theieeay morning for Cairo eel F. Agnew, of the steamer Chattanoowill ha attending the
just what Oeteopsthy will do in any freckles positively removed.
ga.
Richmond. The Daughters of the Neti.1111611dr...Mo.id.at kW& m. and
Take our y.ord for it. specific case. It has done .mnch for LEFT
uveat- We nave • few
Mrs. Chaniblin *Simpson, of DygrsConfederacy," following the deeleicn remain over' there until Saturday at-I
There's no better tonic Padueah eople you know well, to Spring wagons and buggies that all
burg, Tenn., will arrive Friday to
of the veterans, will nett observe the tornoon. There will be no boat in
Julia Scott.
sold. Filly cts. bottle at whom I shall gladly refer you, at any must get out of our way. and to do
day. In the meeting of J. 1'. Walbert the Paducah and Cairo trade Friday visit Miss
time,
•
so, will sell at II bargain, if sold at
James
went
to
flawmorning.
The
Charles
Fowler' Mrs.
camp taxi night. It was found that or Saturday
GILBERT'S DRUG STORE D. G. R. FRO4filr,,
Phone 14117, 516 once. Sexton Sign Winks Mb
the will return Saturday night as mesal. son this morning for ft short vlelt
lessi than a doses will attend
Fourth and Broadway.
Broadway.
Madison. Phone 401.
MIN Ethel Morrow returned this
S. A. FOWLER, Mgr.
resale& --'''Ae4.4%
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TO T. & B. Y.

Saturday 25th
Hart sells a s.olid oak four
passenger Lawn Swing for

$4.44

This swing is usually sold at $5.50 to
$6.00 by the otlaer fellow.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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leeneral Aiesensbly of Presbyterian
Church Takes Action on 'reintwa suet- Question.

hi our ecv 71 apccialty facto:Lc cnah

grad:: cf.ho.; .--.3-te17-rel•cf CXCC11,1rat
for ocher grades. Lihao. machine, each
department must do its own work r_i/Lit
and ;r perfcct harmony with every
other part.
Our S6e9 for mechanics combine
the neat,snappy rtylc that 13 wantcd,
with quality of leather that assures
long wear--and the price 13 right.

Columbus, 0., May 22.—The PresI yterian general assembly received
and adopted a number of reports including those of the board of home
JIIISSIODS and the board of education.
The assembly adopted a resolution
declaring $1,100,4Jt1e as the lenge
sum which churches can be asked
•••
to give to enable the board to properly carry through its work the coinTRY ANOTHER DEALER IF YOUR5 HASN'T THEM
lug year.
Developments in the temperance
controversy, aroused by the antagonism of the Anti-Saloon League to the
ekiheY10
e
MAKERSa
Inter-Church Temperance Federation
WE,MAKE MOTE FINE StIOES TrIAN
came rapidly today.
ANY OTHER MOUJE
Ministers, ae Such Are Barred.
IN Tetff
WEST
The standing committee on temper
mice referred all overtures affecting
the attitude of the church toward the
league to the committee on emlicy.
for him to 'pursue in opinion of poewhich decided to recommend that no
t/Islam; here.
minister of the Presbyterian church,
as such, could be an officer or memHe Fought at Gettysburg.
ber of the Anti-Saloon League; that
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
BRITISH
GOV ERNNIII:AT
WILL who lost a foot at Getzysburg, writes: they could participate in the work
BET IRELAND ALONE.
"Electric Bittere have done me more of that organization only as individgood than any medicine I ever took uals.
At the same time the standing
For several years I had *stomach
licit:timid %vas Forced To Acquiemce trouble, and paid out much money for committee on temperance received
-te reel
in the unanimous 'verdict of
,
medicine to ettle purpose, un't'il I be- adopte,„-aeresolution asking the committee to define the duties of the perHis Party.
gan taking Electric Bitters. I would
temperance
not take $500 for what they have manent committee on
which represente the church in the
done for me." Grand tonic for the
Inter-Church Temperance Federation.
aged and for female weaknesses
London, May 22.—The Nationalist
Just the thing for the hot
The report of the committee was
convention at Dublin bite lug rejected Great alterative and body builder; adopted, confirmin
g the appointment
summe
r months. Give the
sure
cure
for
lame
back and weak
Birreles Irish bill, it is understood
of Revs. William P. Finney, F. W.
that the gcvernment will drop 'It for kidneys. Guaranteed by all druglittle
fellow
plenty of room.
Loetscher, Ph. D.; Edward B. Hodge
this session at least and proceed with gists. 50c.
$800 will gzt a nice one.
Jr., M. D., and Dr. Charles T. Evans
other reforms which its Liberal mapas members of the board of educa$1 00 cash, 50c per week.
perters are urging, and with which SENDS incrunE OF PARK
tion.
TO TILGHMAN FAMILY
the seseronie 'program is crowded.
That the government cannot grant
••••••
ealreeelefer
any wiler measure of self-govern,
Pre5ident D. G. Murrell. of the city
ment to Ireland without causing dis- park comMieeion, has had a photosensien in the cabinet is not deniel, graph of Lahg park taken to he sent
so there is no other couree to adopt to the sons of General Tilghman in
than shelving the bile which is rep- New York to be used for reference in
San Francisco, May 22.—The comresented to be the limit, to which an- the modeling of a Statue of General
mittee of seven, to which the cit,
ti-home rule Liberals would consent Tilghman.
has looked for some days to reorganto go.
ize the government and straighten
A Significant ...river.
Redmond's action in moving the
out some of the tangles in whieh the
rejection of the measure, although I "May the lord 'help you make Ruck- grafters
and the graft-chasers have
anticipated 'n sonic quarters, gener- en's Arnica Salve known to all,"
thrown it gave up in despaic this afally caused see- prise, as it Is ender- writea J. G Jenkins, of Chapel IIIII,
ternoon and resigned. The direct
s-toed that he bad agree-], after a NT. C. It quickly to
the pain out of cause or retiremen
t was the antagconference with his colieagues, to a felon for me and curer! it In a wononistic attitude toward the commitaccept what the government offere I derfuey short time." Rest on earth
tee assumed by Rudolph Spreckles
as a 'Nelda: conceesem to the de- for sores, buret and wounds.
25c and
Assistant District ,.Attorney
mauls of Ireland.
at all druggist.
Heney,
With a majority of his party, inAre the best by test. Te-m;
The graft investigators refused to
ciuding the clergy. opposed to it,
No ecenomy is better than poor
eo-operate with or assist the cornmade
to suit yourself. We
however, there was no other colir-e' economy.
l
mittee. taking the grolind that it was
I
show
all sizes.
named by Mayor Schmitz, and for
that reason could have no good.purpose. It was pointed out to both
Spreckles and Heney that the members of the committee were chosen
by the various business organizations
Grass Carpet
,and Schmitz had no hand in their
,selection, but Spreckles and Honey
TRACE atom
would have nothing to do with them.
The sanitary floor covering
On the street the criticism is made
that Spreckles feared the "big stick''
fqr summer. Guaranteed to
I
imight lose its power if the city govoutlast any coverings costing
ernment were reorganized.
twice
I
Mayor Schmitz appeared for trial
the amount asked. We
today in Judge Dunne's court ne
have it in all sizes and colors.
charges of extortion from keepers of
French restaurants. fly request of
the prosecution the hearing was de
•
laved one day in order that counter
affidavits may be prepared
againet
•
Schmitz's motion for a change of
trial judge.
Heney created a surprise by anFREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST pouncing that the state has no prerent intention of asking the 'court to
/IT
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
take the mayor into custody pending
his trial. Schmitz Is at liberty under 1111111111111116d111=1111v
bonds aggregating e&O fleee

SUMMER PRICES FOR SUMMER BUYERS
Many shrewd buyers make it a practice to wait.
for the summer months and the "dull season"
before looking for furniture bargains. The furniture bargain season is here now---arrived with
the hot weather. We always have many bargains
and good things to offer you. By inspecting our
stock you will find many good opportunities.
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Baby Cribs

GENUINE BOSTON lEATREI DAVENPORT
$3.00 Cet•Ii, $1.00 a

i

4
4

IX: MIS RV'RIAU.

Week.

This is the greatest Davenport bargain ever
offered you. Note the massive appearance.
The cushions are built on a solid bed of oil- tempered steel springs. When open it
makes a perfect bed and when dosed a perfect Iliverport. Can be used with good
taste in any parlor. This is a regular
$55.00 value Or
AO flA

GIVE UP

vv•••••1,

A Bohn-Syphon
Refrigerator
You can have at very little
more than you pay for the
cheaper kinds. It saves your
provisions, makes your ice bill
less and keeps you healthy.

••••

Direct Action
Gas Stoves 1

1

4

EDGAR- W. WHITTEMORE

I

•••

GENTLEMAN'S CHIFFONIER---$2 Cash $1 a Week
A commodious piece of furniture with
numerous drawers and hat box. Wardrobe
compartment provided with coat and pants
hanger. A,regular $40 00
value for.
•

Real Estate Agency.

S30flU.00

Old Hickory
Lawn Goods
Are almo-st everlasting We
show a complete line. $? 00
buys an elegant Rocker, Settee
and Chairs in proportion.

i-awaya

N. rl3L,Rr,1

7

13
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MRS. JENNIE COONEY
Early Times
Arid

Jack Beam
Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stant p---it protects you.
.410.10••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mrs. Jennie Cooney, FM years old,
died this afternoon at the home of
her enn-in-law, J. A. Gardner. Fifth
and Clark streets, of apoplexy. Sh
leaves three children. T. Come
Mrs. Henry McElwee and Mrs. J. A
Gardner.
G. A. R. Veterens of Illinois.
Decatur, Ill., May 22.— Decatur.
the birthplace of the Grand Army of
the Republic, extended a hearty welcome today to the G. A. R. vaterans
of Illinois. whose forty-first annual
eneanipment will be In pension here
during the next three days. The department officers establisheJ headquarters this morning at the Decatur
Hotel. whet is handsomely decorated In honor of the occasion. Thle afternoon there was a moeting of the
council of administration and, tpday
the formal opening of the encampment take,, place The Woman's Relief Corps and Sons of Veterans also
are In session. Tomorrow fhb annual
parrele of flee veternne will be held.
lesbiovibs for Irlso Sow

5-

1

„

Its
Age
Its
Bond
WRITE US FREELY
sM frankly, In strictest confidence, telling
all your
trinities, sod stating your age. ws orill rend
*so
rits; ADVICZ,In plain sealed envelop, and a valtlabte e4-page book on T itiome Treataseit fat
WINDen."
Address: Ladies Advisory,(*part ment,
'The
Chattartooeil MilekIne Co., Chattering*, Trait,
c et

Half a Century
of success, in the treatment and cure of diseases peculiar
to women, Is
a bond that guarantees the merit of Wine of Cardui, beyond
all question. All women who suffer from painful or fitful functions,
headache,
backache, low waist-pains, or any of the more complicated
forms of
female disease, should take

wom, CARD

Woman's
Relief

ist t will surely do for them as well as it did for Mrs.
Sarah Gaskins, of Spring Creek,
Tenn., who wr tea: "I was very irreplar, my left ride hurt
and I.would have a bad
headache every month. I had a kinds of strante feelings,
cottla not walk and could
not do my work. On your advice I took Wine of Catdul and
It has helped me In every
way. I am regular, do not have these strange
feelings, ticf my headache nd pain in my side
are better.'

CA-vs CL-1.2Z -t16.-34(
rnanr-

G4r13 and women should U36 Cardui, whenevet they need help
or strength.

Try It.

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
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Words of Praise

For the several ingredients of which Dr.
Plercele mettieines are composed, as given
by leaders it, all the severul schools et
motile:Me, should have far more weight
than ally amount of non-professional testimonials. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescri ption has TUE BADE OF UONESTIf Oil every
bottle-wratestr, in a full hat of all Its ingrolients printed in plain English.
If you are an invalid women and suffer
from freq ern headache, backache,gnawing distr
In stomach, periodical pains,
disagre
e, catarrhal, pelvic drain,
draggir down distress In loner abdomen
or pelv , perhaps dark spots or specks
danci g before the eyes, faint spells and
kind
sym toms caused by female weakness,o th derangement of the feminine
organs,
can not do better than take
Dr. Pier e Favorite Prescription.
The It a ital. surgeon's knife and operating tat may be avoided by the timely
use of
avorite Prescription" in such
cases,
hereby the obnovieu rxainl
gal t.reatmenpLk famWv
i ns a
ysicia_n
C. irse or 511c.tess
avorite
Preser pt on s composed of the very best
native medicinal roots known to medical
science for the cure of women's peculiar
aliments, contains no alcohol and no
harmful or habit-forming drugs.
Do not expect too much from "Favorite
Prescription;"it will not perform miracles ; it will not disolve or cure tumors.
No medicine will. It will do as much to
establish vigorous health in most weaknesses and ailments peculiarly incident to
women as any medicine can. It must be
given a fair chance by perseverance in its
use for a reaeonable length of time.
o
e. .esai jet aorden_aceene31_ /41vrot rws.
trim' • s a su sttitute for this r.1,4,..dy 44
o nositime
S c ow:flee are hotted to consult Dr.
Pierce, by Ltter,frce. All correspondence is guarded as sacredly secret and
Womanly cetetidences are lime-cute by
professional privacy. Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierwa's Pleusant Pellets the best
laxative and regulator of the bowel.
They invigorate stomach, liver and
bowels. One a laxative; two or three a
cathartic. Easy toJake as candy.

4
Pains, Helloing, Seallry Ski.
Diseases.
Permanently cured by taking Botanic
Blood Balm.. If you have aches and
pains in bones, back and joints. Itching
Scabby Skin. Blood feels hot or thin;
Swollen Glands, Risings and Bumps on
the Skin. Mucus Patches in Mouth, Sore
Throat, Pimples, or offensive eruptions;
Copper-Colored Spots or Rash on Skin,
are run-down, or nervous; Ulcers on
any part of the body, Hair or Eyebrows falling out. Carbuncles or Boils,
Take flatmate Blood Balm. guaranteed
to cure el:en the worst and most deepseated cases. Heals all sores, stops
all swellings, makes
blood
pure
and rich, completely changing the entire body into a clean, healthy condition. B. B. B. is the recognized blood
remedy for these conditions.
Cures Itching Eczema.
Botainic Blood Balm cools the blood. sod acts
directly on the impure blood which cau•eis the
&settst itching sod blIstcre set pi oles, and
it 8 B sends a filed of pure rich blood to the
disease I skis • attire, the. healing every sore
or eruption and stopping all itching of eczema.
B. B. H. has cured huodre is of eczema sufferers
toad is esptc ally recommended for deep-seated
Stone

cs'es.

Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. IL) Is
Pleasant and safe to take. Composed
of PureBotanie Ingredients. Sample
teat tree by writ tog Blood Balm Co.
Atlanta. Ga. Sold by Drugglats
per
large bottle or met by
prepaid
bold In Fedora\ Ky., by R. W. Walker
W. J. (Ill Item Lang Bros. and
Alvey&
uo" Lint-

HENRY 111A1MEN,
REMOVED TO THIRD ANIII
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding,

Rank

Work, Legal

and Library Work a specialty.

EVANSVILLE.

PADUCAH

AND

CAIRO LINE.
(lacorperated)
Evansville

and

Paducah

Packets

(Deity Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evan&
vine and way landings at 11 a. in.
Special excursion rate now in et
feet from Paducah to Evansville a&
return, 84.c0. Elegant music on tho
boat. Tab! unsurpaseed.
STEAMER DICE FOWLER

it

4

Leaves Paeacah for Cairo and witO
landings at 8 a. in. sharpe, daily, in
rept Sunday. Special excursion rats/
now in effect from Padutah to Caen
and return, with or witalout mesh
and room. Good mimic and table un
surpassed .
For further Information apply ts
B. A. Fowler General Pass. A gent, o
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. a
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. oar,
Welt Mentes. Mr SI
—
—
• rt• LOUIS AND TENNESShE
!RIVER PACKET COMPANI
FOR IIIIESESSICE RIVER.

STFINEI CLTDE
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Mantra
6. W. WRIGHT,
Cheri
*tame ROBINSON.
This company is not responsible
tor invoice charges unless console,
h the eler V the boat..
I

There are usually several ways to dos
given thing, but it is the aim with all of
us to find the best and shortest way. It
is just so in the cure of disease. People
suffering from liver trouble imagine that
all they have to do is to tuke awn thing
that will physic them. There is more
than that in the cure of so serious a ills'
order as liver trouble.
When that drowsy. clogved up feeling comes
on you so to a orug store and ask for a 50 cent
or Si bottle of Dr. ('aid aril's Syrup Pepsin.
Telt.' a dose or two and watch result& It, will
not only clean out the boa els and stimulate the
liver, but it. will get the luaad to circulating so
that you feel active again, and arouse the tune&lona of the rt.:mach so that your appetite returns sad you Wet like your old *elf again. A
glarpigangatlye or purgative could not do that.
Dr. Oaldweirs Syrup Pepsin is not only a wonderful laxative but it has tonic properties so
that, unlike so many other thing., instead of
leaving you weak and drawn it builds you UV autl
aseciagtbens you.
It does not tripe—It acts smoothly, oiling
the intestines so that the passage is smooth sad
agreeable. It is gentle but effective. plea:haat*
the taste and pure in quality. it isan excellent,
economical Home Cure, and its rosults are permanent. It is absolutely guaranteed to do what
r
hn
it
ef
dorr
000a
is C
u
lu
se
tonal or chronic 0011Stipation.
dyspepsia, indigestion. biliou.nes.s, sour stuntach. bloated stomach, flatulencr, diarrhea. and
the dozen undone other ills of the stomach, liver
and bowels. It is the greatest of household
remedies and no family should be without it
because in a family someone at any moment
may need such a laxative and th. n sou will appreciate having Dr. Laildwell's Syrup Pepsin in
the house.

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIk,
Author of "The Master Mummer,"'A Prince of Sinners.' "Mysterious Mr
Sable." "Anna the Adventuress." Etc..
eopyrittie 1905. 1906. by UTTLE. BROWN, and COMPANY.

(Continued front Yesterday.)

CHAPTER XXXII.
INCOMBE laid down his cue
and strolled toward the sideboard, where bis guest was
already mixing himself a
whisky and soda.
"By the bye, Runton," he said. "have
you seen anything of our friend De
Rothe since that little affair at your
placer'
Lord !tauten shook his head.
"Not once," be answered. "He behaved very decently abont it eu the
whole; treated it quite lightly, but
Wouldn't let me go near the police. It
was a long way the most unpleasant
thing that ever happened in my house."
"Never any further light upon it, I
suppose:" Dune-on-the asked.
Lord Runton shook his head.
"None. Of course we could have
traced them both without a doubt if
we had put it in the bands of the police, hut De Rothe wouldn't hear of
it. He tried to treat it lightly. but I
know that lie was very lunch worried."
"Iio you yourself believe," buncombe asked, -that it was a penile:a
affair or an ordinary robbery?"
"I think the( it was the former."
Lord Runton answered. "Those people
were not common adventurers. By the
•
bye. George, have you got over your
littht weakness yet?" he added, with a
Duncombe shrugged his shoulders.
-Nearly made a fool of myself, didn't
IT' he remarked, with a levity which
rild not sound altogether natural.
"Nbe was an uneonnuonly fascinating young woman." Lord Renton said.
"but she didn't seem to me very old at
the game., She was clever enough to
fool De Rothe, though. Be admits that
he told her that he was expecting a
special messenger from Berlin.
litmcombe seemed to have had
enough of the subject. Ile got Up and
tilled Ills pipe.
"Is Jack coming down this week?"
he asked.
"Not Ile oared this morning that he
can't get away. Sefton isn't coming
either.
Between ourselves, George,
something seems ta b going on at the
foreign office which I don't quite widen:Mind."
"What do you mean?" Duncoiuie
asked. "There has been no earn at
nay sort of trouble in the papers."
-That's just what I don't understand," Lord Itunton.continued. "It 14
eertain that there'Is an altrabralleary
amount of activity at Portsmouth and
Woelwieh, but even the little halfeeuny sensational papers make no more
than a passing allusion to it. Then
look at the movements of our fleet.
The' whole of the )leliterrenean fleet
is at Gibraltar, and the channel squadron is moving up the North sea as
though to join the home division. All
these movements are quite unusual."
"What do you make of them then?"
Duncombe asked.
"I scarcely know," Lord Bunton answered. "Rut I can tell you this:
There have heed three cabinet councils this week, and there Is a curious
air of apprehension in official circle,
in town, as though something were
abeut to happen. The service clubs
are almost deserted, and I know for a
fact that all leave in the navy has
been suspended. What I don't understand is the silence everywhere. It
looks to me as though there were really going to he trouble. The Baltic
fleet sailed this morning, you know."
Duncombe nodded.
"But," he said, "even if they were
ill disposed to us, as no doubt Russia
is just now, what could they do? One
squadron of our lieet could send them
to the bottom."
"No doubt," Lord Bunton answered
"But supposing they found an ally?"
"Franc* will never go to war with
us for Russia's benefit," Duncombe declared.
"Granted." Lord Renton answered.
"lint have you watehed Germany's attitude lately?"
"I can't say that I have," Duncombe
admitted, "but I should never look
upon Germany as a war seeking an
tion."
"No, I dare Kay not," Loht Runton
answered. "No more would a great
many other people. Every one Is willing to admit that she would like our
colonies, Mit. no one will believe that
she has the courage to strike a blow for
thorn. I will tell you what I believe.
litineombe. I believe that no greet
power has ever before been in So dangerous a position as we are today."
Duncombe sat up in Ills chair. The
weerinesi peened from his face, anti
he was distinctly interemted.a Lord
Itunton, without being an ardent politician, was a runn of common Wise
and was closely connected with more
than one member of the cabinet.
"Are you merlons, Itunton?" be asked.
"Absolutely! Rettember. I was in
Ri.rlin for two years. and I had ratiny
opportunities of gaining an insight
into affairs there
What I can see
coming now I have expected for years.
There are two great factors which
make for war. One la the character
of the emperor himself and the other
the inevitable rot, which must creep
like a disease Into a great army kept
always upon a war footing, through
a decnde or more of Inactivity. The
emperor le shrewd enough to see this.
Nothing can possibly exist at tts best
wbieb-.Isartat Geed for the purpose to
which it owl* Its existence. That Is
why we hate this flood of IlterMure
the gyosetem
just now MID% us
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FARLEY PLACE IS GUY NANCE
How to Cure
SON
&
Undertakers and Embalmers
Liver Trouble IN FOR SOME DELAY 211-213
S.

A MAKER
OF HISTORY
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and general rottentiess of the German
army. Another five years of Idleneei
and Germany's position trs the first
military nation will have passed awes'.
Like every other great power. it Is

Third St.
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Defect In Ordinance Discovered by Contractor

Paducah, Ky.

Great Summer Discount
Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
NOW ON. POSITIONS secured orMONYBACK

SPMMER DISCOUNT
coal Dealers WWI Alleys Improved
and Broadway Het chants Ask
For Relief.

DRAUGHON'S BI MCIMIg COLLEGES

( Haus waisted.)

a
.-1BOUT GROUNDING

OF

oilsw-s. IS years' success. Addles.:
J NO.
DRAUGHON, Pres.
WIRES PADUtAH, 314 Itreadway. or Evansville, St. Louis or Memphis.

Believing that the ordinance call"
ORAYSON S_IPRINCiS, KY.
fcr the improvement of Farley
Most noted waters and baths in America
place is eefective, Hebert Boswell,
(To Be Continued.)
'I'111EIDEAL
PA.NIAL,Y RESORT
the contractor who Was awarded the
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity 600 guests.
contract for the- work, refused Alit14
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
sign Ihe bond, ana the board of pubBATHS—Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Massage.
lic works ieferred -the ease to the
AMI'SEMENTS -Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis. Hunting,
Fishing
council fcr action. With his attorSpecial Lew Riles Beni Seams et 1901. erased Resod TioCliato on Mats Ceuttai hand
ney-, Judge E. H. Puryear, Boswell
For Pamphlet and Rates Address
Investigated the Lames of the streets
THEY WOULD HAVE ARROGATED,
OWNERS AND MANAGER: GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
BROS.,
N1ERCKE
to be improved and found that the
SAY PETITIONERS.
tiertrr
ordinance does not square - with
.e
•
ing Can haw a tree sample bottle sent tt Meg borne by
addressing the company. Tali offer is to prove that ille them A solution may be found by
raffled, es eon ye claim, and is only opts to those
the property owners signing an agreeeie Me INN, tales it Sere tor it if you have any
conference with Chairman Gallagher
Insist That Petition,
Containing symptoms et stomach, Illfer or bowel discos. Gentlest% ment to pay for the improvements,
yet most effective taxabve for chtidren, women and old
of the hoard of supervisors. That
Nantes of 3,000 Priests Is Befolks. A gua,anteed, permanent home curs THE trrsepectIve cf the legality of the
Ballard 86 Fernandez
body will at °nee appropriate WiePUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
ing Forwarded to.Rome.
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product ordinance. It will delay the work at
se, and this amount will be added
bears purity guarantee No. 17. Washington, D. C,
PRINCESS LOUISE
best, and if new bids are recelve.1, or
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
in the June budget to the $350.1s09
the
redrawn,
ordinance
several
weeks
107 Caldwell Bldg., Monticello, Ill.
Clear Havana Cigars
already appropriated for the assumpwill be lost. It could be noareed to
• Paris, May 22.—Under the capof the railroad.
the next best bid to Boswell'e bid.
10c, 3 for 25c, 2 for 2k tion
tion, "Holy Father,
Marry
Your
The board will employ an engineer
City
Solicitor
Campbell,
James
Jr.,
Priests," Gil Blas, In a three colto draw up plans for the conversion
has been asked by the hoard of pubumn article today comes out in a
Securing exclusive agency for
of the road from a cable system to
lic
legality
works
to
the
.
investigate
Ballard & Fernandez famous
sensational atipeal to Pope Pius X.
an electrittal-conduct system,
of the traction company's
placing
to abrogate the rule of obligatory celPRINCESS LOUISE Clear HawIres,when
advert's:lig
on
their
signs
vana is a matter of considerable
ibacy for priests of the Roman CathWILL RE ALLOWED UNDER A a circus conies to town, or other atTHE LIFE 1N3URANCE
pride with us, for we are always
olic church,
Muddle has started the public to thinkSWEEPING DECISION.
tractione.
ing.
The
wonderful success that lass
on
the
new
alert
things
for
The paper declares that a petition
fact Ballard's Horehound Syrup in its
Flushing the storm water sewers
which -will strengthen our posisigned by 3,000 French priests and
crusade on Coughs. Influenza. Bronchitis and ail l,uir,sonary troubles has
as a means of cleaning them
has
tion as leaders in tile tine cigar
curates has been forwarded to Rome,
; started the public to thinking of this
trade of Paducah. These cigars
wonderful preparation. They are all
praying tor the abolition of the rule Most Drastic Ruling Against Strikers been found unsatisfactory by Sewer
Using
it. Join the procession alio
Inspector Bundesmen, as be said ii
come in its, 3 for 25c, and 2 for
of clerical celibacy.
Ever Pronounced By a
down with sickness. Price 25c, 50c
would.
The
old
cleaning
method
of
sizes,
and
and
$1.00.
we don't hesitate
25c
It is added that other and ,similar
Judge.
Sold by all druggists.
the man-holes will be practiced.
to recommend them to the most
petitions from other countries have
discriminating smoker in the
Coal menthants petitioned the
been sent to the vatican.
How men eve on steen nothing to
world. Their rare richness of
board to improve the alleys in the
Gil Blas prints extracts from the
live on?
Milwaukee, Wis., May 22.— Judge city ind the city engineer finds that
arena and full distinctive flavor
text of the petition signed by 3,000
Sanborn, in the United States dis- it would cost $1,500 to afford
have won them friends in every
reFrench priests, all of whom, It detrict court today_ rendered a deci- lief. The facts will be submitted to
city of the country. Our speclares, are past the marrying age
sion in the so-called- "Allis-Chalmers the general council for action, but.,
cially constructed
humidors
themselves btrt
who are speaking
molders' ease" which will attract na- the limited finances for further rethe
keep
pink
them
of condiin
from the weight of responsibility
tion -always.
ticnal attention because it prohibits pairs make* the chances for improvthrust upon them by confessions.
Round trip excursion rates
"Pis'keting."
Another big shipment of
ing the neer" remote.
In the extracts from the text of
from Paducah to Cant'
ti.
Havana BiOatiOrn
Milwaukee has been the center of
City Electrical Inspector McPherthe petition published by G11 Bias it
St. Louis and Memphis, which
the molders' strike all over the coun- son again advised the board of polite
5; Cigars.
is stated:
are tie fealties:
"Among all the problems now con- try which has been in progress more works to have the reels u_sed in lowTheo Senior
Paducah to (Inc'
and
fronting the prelate of France none than a year, and the outcome of the ering the street lights, grounded, to
5c Cigar.
return ....
$11.041
is more Important than the question legal battle has been closely watched prevent accidents from persons leanof clerical celibacy. The solution of by iron manufacturers the country ing against them when they may be
St. Louis
7.31)
charged with electricity. The board
this question should be forthcoming over.
Memphis .
.,
W. J. Turner, one of the attorneys will look further Into the recommenwithout delay. Thla.soiution, we do
7.30
not hesitate to predict, should
by representing the NJ's-Chalmers com- dation as it would be expeneive to
human nature, by right, by instruc- pany, says the dectsion is one of the gr'ound the 202 reels. Several cases
Fourth and P roadway.
O. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
poed
rtshocks to persons have been retion of the evangel, ue a decree most far-reaching that he has been Of
Office Richmond Houtie.:
abolishing
eccleslastital
celibacy, able to, find. The court's order forTelephone 66-B,
thus rendering
bids
in
any
manner
interfering with,
marriage
Further reconstruction of Broadoptional
with the clergy. We write these lines injuring, obstructing, or stopping way gutters to eliminate the nuiscoldly, advisedly, with conviction, the business of the complainant, or ance of stagnant water may follow
and with no other concern than a its atgents, servants, or its employes the request of business houses bedesire to tell the truth and nothing in the maintenance, conduct, manage- tween First and Second streets. The
but the truth. We say aloud what ment, or operation of its business.
Paducah Traction company will reothers think or whisper, guided soleand ItECER ED HARD RAP FROM SECThe order prohibits the strikers or pair Broadway between Fifth
ly by care for the health and souls] of union from coropelling or inducing,or Sixth streets, with bricks, next to
RETARY OF STATE ROOT.
•
Who has Lis work done
the future catISOITc religion
bitullthic
the
in attempting to force, or induce by their tracks, until
rusting for want of use. The emperor
knows this."

CELIBACY VOWS

FREE TEST Tire

NO PICKETING

LEE LINE STEAMERS

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

"OFFICE SEEKER"

Ask the Man

threats, intim:dation. force or violence, any of the company's employes
to refuse to work for It. or from freeSTOP GRUMBLING
If you suffer from Rheumatism or
pains, for Ballard's Snow Liniment ly entering into its employ.
cure for Sprains, Rheumatism, Con.
tracted Muscles and all pains—and
Sweeping Order Issued.
within the reach of all. Price 25c, 50c
It prohibits men from congregatand $1.00. C. R. Smith, Tenaha, Tez.,
writes: "I have used Ballard's Snow
Liniment in my family for years and ing about the company's premises or
have. found It a fine remedy for all even upon the approaches or pewees
pains and aches. I recommend it for
adjacent or leading to the premises in
pains In the chest."
Sold by all druggists.
order to intimidate employes. It prohibits the strikers from picketing the
Real greatneee never had to keep complainant's places of business, or
yelling to make sure the world the homes, boarding houses, or resiwould not lose sight of it.—Florida dences of the company's employes, or
T I mes-Union.
from gathering in the vicinity of such
places with intent to intimidate.
France."

The order prohibits the strikers
from maintaining or aiding any illegal boycott against the company, its
agents, or employes, and from kttempting to prevent, by persuasion me
in any other manner, any person or
corporation from performing work
•
for the company,

Pcsr the

CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol

It provides that the strikers shall
not intimidate or threaten in any
We take pleasure in announc'manner the wives and. families of the
ing that we now have Denatured
employee of the company at home
Alcohol for our trade. It Is to
or elsewhere.
be used for burning purposes
'l
It also prohibits the strikers frotn
only, as nearly every one now I
or compel the comknows, but for use in the arts ,trying to Induce
I patty to discharge or niploy men etaand mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue 1 cifled by the union.
known.
Ir. s.,I, ileiSN'T
Cheaper than wood alOobol, It
Facetted the first time use Herbine ane
instant relief. The great
get
yen
will
also burns without any of its
est liver regulator. A positive cure
for Constipation, Dyspepisitt, Malaria.
offensive odor. Next time try
Chills and all li".er complaints. Hr. C.
it in your chafing dish or alcoof Fasters,. Tex.. writes: 'My wife has
been using lierbine for herself and
hol heater; it will be a revelachildren for five years. It is a sure
tion to you. Be sure to phone
cure for constipation and malaria fever,
which is substantiated by what It has
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
done for my family:.
Paducah druggist handles it.
Bold by all druggists.

t

Both Phones 756.

15c 14

pt. and bottle; r)c rebate
for bottle.

Sijc 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
95c 2 pt. and bottle: I0
for bottle.

rebate

S. U. WINSTEAD
Prompt Service to Ts'eplisas Orders.
seventh and Broidway.

Fight For the Public.
Pittstetres Pa , May 22.--- Mayor
Otithrle has taken up the gage of
battle against the Philadelphia company, and proposes to wage i campaign which he believes will result in
the annnlment of the company's
charter and the brealtingtop of the
exclusive Combination tin stabil(' 'Mito the.
nket and the restoration
people of Pittsburg of their rights to
obtain goal service in street. cars,
natural gas, electArity, and illuminating

gas at a fair 99.s,

company returns when the composition of the rest of the street will be
used. Nineteenth street wi'l be In- Divides Stages of Political Development in Three--Ites.ponsispected by the board May 28. A car
bilk k's,
load of sewer pipe and 25 loads of
gravel wets, allowed to Street InSpector Elliott.
President Wilhelm and Mr. LangNew Haven, Conn., May 22.—"The
staff were present „in yesterday's
man," said Secretary of State Root,
meeting.
In the third of the Lodge lectures at
Yale on "The Responsibilities of Cittold your father I could izenship," "who engages
in political
not live without you."
work with the primary idea of getShe—"And what did he say?"
ting office. may succeed in getting the
He—"Oh! he offered to pay my
•
office, but he is likely to lose the
funeral expenses."—Ally Sloper.
good opinion of the community In
ehich he lives."
Mr. Root said there were three
distinct stages of development—the
first and lowest ,that in which the
people divide with sole reference to
personal partisanship, the second
when ,the people turn their attention
to questions of principle or polies'.
The following reduced rates
hut do not forget minor diffewences;
are announced: the third and highest, that in which
Los Angeles, Cal.—Electric
Iwo great politleal parties oppose
Medical Association, June 8th
each other.
to 15th; limit August 31st.
Root especially attacked the
Round trip, *60.50.
system that makes tenure of office
Jamestown, Va. — Exposidepend on service In party priniarieg,
tion, April 19th to November
caucuses and conventions and that
31/th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
tends to make elected officers reapoto
excursions on special dates;
sib's.
to party managers
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
Richmond, Va., round trip
$16.80. Special train
will
leave Paducah about noon
May IS, carrying through
Sleepers to Richmond, account
Confedetate reunion.
Louisville, Ky.-----Account of
Spring Meeting—Jockey Club
—$0.95 round trip, May 6, returning May 7: $8.95 round
trip, May 4, good returning
June 9; May 5-11-18-22-2529, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
4 WI
days.

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DoNOVAN,
AO City Ticket Cane
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depo

Do VDU LOVE
Vane hithyt You wonder why he cries.
ituy a bottle of White's Cream Verrill rime and he will never cry. Most
battles have worms. and the mothers
dont know It. White's Cream Venni.
fuge ride the .'hiiii of worms and
out.ite system In a pleesant
way. Evety mother should keep a bottle of this medicine In the houee. With
It fear need never.enter her mind
Prire 27.r.
Sold by all druggists.

at the

Faultless Pressing Club
if his clothes are not
elean and well pressed

when delivered to him
our

in

Covered Wagon
Join Our Club Now, $1.00
per month.
Ladeis Suit and Waist
Cleaned and Pressed.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
S. E. 81141BERGER, Prop
Both !nettles 1507.

This Gasoline Engine

SAN FRANCISt'0 WILL TEST M. 0
Supervisors Decide to Take Over the
St reef Car 1,111444 feir City.
San Francisco, May 22.--San Frau
casco is to have an experiment In mu
nielpal ownership or Public- utilities
The dty will take over the (leery
street railway.
This decision was reached today
by District Attorney Langdon after a

Is the easiest to operate, the iflota
durable and economical on the
market. The automatic oiler Is to
strong feature- hod it has men'
other points yon will like. Each
engine is guaranteed by the nianit
faeturers, largest. concern of Its
kind in the world yell it$ 407
Third_street and see them.

L. L. NELSON

•
FHE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

PAam mart.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1M.

Innes'Band at the May Festival, Wallace Park, Friday Afternoon
and Night, May 24th.
60 PlaLers---7 World Famous Soloists and Festival Cborus---Adm
ission 25c and 50c.
VEHICLES MS CENTS EXTRA.

Sensation Draws
Large Crowds

fering with rheumatic conditions are
not aware that a disordered stomach
een easy enough to win applause at
ever, today testified that Crowe was
as start by 'playing what was then
lays the real fouudation. Acting on
not one of the holdups. This dispos-copulas
the real cause then, as does his prep. His idea was different. He
ed of the last criminal charge against
arations, the changed condition of
etermined to make popular what
HEADQUARTERS OF MR. CASH AT
Crowe who became notorious several
the stomach clears and purities that BUILT IW ROBE
:as best, and he has never faltered
RT M'('t NE li`OR EXHIBITION GIVEN. BY P,ADU
W. B.
H ERSON'S
DRUG life flowing
years ago as the supposed kidnaper
CAT n that determination.
river
which
we
call
FAMOUS ALLEGED KIDNAPER OF
the
DREYFUSS & WEIL.
STORE VISITED KY MANY SUFDEPARTMENT.
of the son of E. A. Cudahy, of Omablood, and no furthe: cause can reMiss Listemann, the soprano soloCUDAHY CHILD ACQUITTED.
FERERS TO GET FREE ADha. A year ago he was tried on the
main for rheumatism. Mr. Can't beis one of the most talked of artVICE.
charge and acquitted.
ing asked to name a majority of the
-ts now before the public. She Is
complaints, replied: 'Stomach trou- Paducah Artist Rewasel With Trip House on Kentucky Avenu
oung and girlish in appearance
e Saved
People Pleased To Know They Have
with Cluteged With Robbe
ble. Rheumatism and Cat ererhal deaf- • To leeposition and 011wr feastAppendicitis.
ry in Omaha,
lark hair and brown eyes. She
Altho
ugh
Flame
s
Had
Greet
is
Found the Itig,ht Man Who
a
But Victim Says PM Crowe Is
Is due in a large measure to abuse of
ness are in the majoity, while kidern Cities.
loston
ian
Headw
by
birth,
ay
in Beginning.
but ,has spent
Tells Them .111.
Not the Man.
ney and Aver troables with nervous
the bowels, by employing drastic pur:most of her life abroad, where she
debility, constitute a large per cent.
gatives. To avoid all danger-, use
was sent by her people, at the
LARGE SALES (VNTINUE.
early
of the Ills of our viiitors. The rea°MY Dr. King's New Life Plile, the
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gain day through the entire
11.12 Extra Heavy Brussels Rug (new
The owner of the house estimates
store. To prevent this we are
the quality that defys cimpetitioe, shipment)
her lose at $2,500 on the house,
at each ....
going to divide things up some.
which is Insured for the full amount
9x12 Brussels. exceptional value,
the
one that we have
used as a leader all this season (new
The furniture was ruined and a toWe are going to take Thursday
lot) at
same special price.
......
tal loss. Insurance of $1,5,04) ts
....... . ...............
for day of bargains on the secYour nearest neighbor, your hest
carried on the furniture, but $800
friend or any that
have seen our assortment will tell
ond and third floors. And Friday
worth had been removed to a storage
you there is but one
place
to
buy rugs and that place is Ogilvie
warehouse when' Kentucky avenue
will be given entirely to the first
's.
was closed in the "red light" digfloor. Now, to start things right
Odd. The owner states that no one
we will 'offer for the first bartad been in the house since early
1 lot Oriental Table Covers, pretty,
fast colors, size 414, fringed, worth bright designs,
evening. A lamp downstairs was
$2, Thursday
gains Thursday the following:
1111111•1.•....I".
..rorwirersr
left burning but all electric wires
The same in a little heavier size,
6.4, worth $3.50,
We advise you to place your
cog tam
—
"
at ..-had been cut. The second story was
order early in the day, for then
not occupied, being bare of furnit20 pairs Rope Portiere for single
door, good quality,
.well made, any color, worth $1.50,
ure
you can have your carpet or
Thursday ....... ...
1 lot of Rope Printers for double
door,
best grade, t3 A
matting laid much sooner than
any color, exceptional value, Thurs
day at
.. .
1.40
those that buy litter in the day.
(This lot is limited.)
One hundred more of those White
all Ooods advertised here
Quilts will be
sold Thursday at
are,for Thursday only.
You know what this quality of
quilt Is, ito there Is no
WILL BE BROUGHT HERE FRIUse in telling you again.
Remember only 100 more to
be
DAY DY GREAT INNES.
add Thursday at 98e.

JAMESTOWN BOOTH

FIRE FIGHTING

PAT CROWE

Of Any Description, Any
Rugs Size
at the Lowest Price.

SECOND FLOOR

, Here is a Sample

EXCURSION

$11.98

$11.95

on the big side wheel steamer

Extra Brussels Rug

$12.49

LOUISANA TO EDDYVILLE, KY.

114,98

Second Floor Specials Thursday

98C
S1 98
98c

Sunday,May. 26th

Carry your wife and children; they will have a nice time. The
Loat is under new management, and good order will be maintained. The steamer has bern thorouubly overhauled, and is in firstclass condition, ir1 every particular. The dancing floor is first-class
and dancing is free. You will have an opportunity to go through the
Penitentiary.
music WILL: EMI I AJWNISHEI,D BY HOLTMAN'S BAND

FARE,ROUND TRIP $1.00. CHILDR
EN SO CENTS

Boat leaves wharf promptly at 8:30; leaves Eddyville at 5 p. m.
Toe right to deny admi sion to any one will be exercised, and
improper
characters will save themselves the embarrassment if they
will
not
ask for
tickets, for they will positively not be allowed aboard. Any
one having or
b inging aboard iiitlxicants will he put on shore where discovered
. No iirtoxic .nts or gambling will be permitted.

A. J. POWELI„ Master.

n

FULL BAND

98c

Woman's Club l'e•prilles Rare :Musical Treat To AlgiLovers of Harmony in Paducah.

The Wom in's club has promised
hat when limes comes here on Frio, May 24, he will bring bis organ Aeon in Its full itrength---60 play+, accompanied by several notabl
e
ii•oists. Lovers of music will hail
ri news with delght. There is no
teusical organization in the count'
that has a wider following or mo,
ieserved reputation. The more lb.,
.cat organization Is heard, the larg
is the public demand for its services. The cauae of this Success Is
not ha.ril to understand. Hines had
a high ideal .at the ntarf and bas loyally and etesrlituatiy deVoted himself
to achieving that ideal. It would have

$10.00 Skirts Thursday for $8.00
We offer Thursday many srecia
l bargaIng in
OUT Stilt Depar
tment, but thief among them
Is
this Black Chiffon Panama
Skirt. with four silk
folds—a skirt well worth $12,00
, hilt we roust keep
up our reputation and
sell cheaper than elsewhere, so that's why we offer yon
this
eQ flit
Skirt Thursday at
*MIMI
Only a limihed number left.
Other Skirts in Chiffon Panam
a, Voile& etc..,
enibroiderp or silk trimmed, at
$5.148, $7.00, $10,
$12 50 and up lo $20.00.
We will nave you money on every
Its n.

Al/ these items are for
Thursday and are to is'
found on the. seem/Jloor.
liallsoragiram% 0911tiosetsallilik

$1.25 Curtains Thursday for 98c
50 pairs of Ecru and White,
Nottingham Lace
Curtains that sell the world over
pair; your choice Thursday, per at $1 25
pair..
.... ,
Hmember Ogilvie'. the place to
buy Shades of
any description.

98c

nen-dooDs a.

Watch tomorrow's papers
E
Friday', sale on the
S
061
149
711X sros;.e
OP TIM
.firstfloor. Pargain‘Arood.
PZ°PLC

vappmeing
•

,

We will put on gale Thursday
20 pairs of odds
and ends In Lace Curtains, one
and two pairs
each. These curtains are all this
year's goods,
but one curtain of each lot is soiled,
as It waeueed
as a sample. If you come early
you may find
just what you want.

CA R-Pirral

•
diletwAtial

Half Price Lace Curtains

itair-quair ‘..aptomivai

Alliri'444164

i
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